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1/ 

=Mr. J. B. Adams Ml/ 

t 
from :Legal Counsel 

¥ 

DATE: 8-23-74 

SUBJECT: CORRESPONDENCE WITH 

Assoc. Dir. _ 

Dep. AD Adm._ 

Dep. AD Inv._ 

Asst. Dir.; 

Admin._ 

Comp. Syst._ 

Ext. Affairs _ 

Files & Com._ 

Gen. Inv._ 

[dent. . 

P 1' 

THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 

/ 11*1 
’/Vja//^Reference i^made to letters dated 5-3-74, 6-3T0-74, 

-2$-74, and 8-2-7 4T from captioned individual to this Bureau, 

tmir. communications were answered by Bulets hv Bulets dated 

The 6-25-74 letter from|_ I was 
not acknowledged, and it is our view the most recent letter o 
8-2-74 should also not be answered. 

Our files reveal no identifiable information with 
correspondent outside of the described communications. It 
should be noted the letters were written on the stationery of 
the Church of Scientology. The Church of Scientology of 
Washington, D. C., inc., has sued the FBI for information in 
our files concerning that organization and its affiliates 
under the Freedom of Information Act. 

Correspondent is mainly interested in our policy 
with regard to allowing individuals access to their FBI files 
and our reasons behind this. We feel his inquiries have been 
sufficiently answered by the above-mentioned Bulets and the 
letter prior to this most recent communication appears to be 
frivolous in nature. Consequently, we believe it is unneces 
sary to continue a dialogfJjsr vin letters which could go ore^y/’"’ 

indefinitely. ^7// C? D f'/ 
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RECOMMENDATION; 6 

That this most recent communication of 8-2-74 aj^sj*** 
future communications of a similar nature not be acknowledged. 

1 - Mr. Mintz 
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THE CUkRCHOF SCIENTOLOGY 

The Hubbara Scientology Organisation 

WORLD WIDE 
Founder L. Ron Hubbard 

Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead 
^ Sussex England RH19 4JY 

Tel: East Grinstead 24571/3 

Mr. C.M. Kelley 
Director 
United States Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington D.C. 20535 
U.S.A. 2 August 1974 

Church of SciV 

ALL IHFQKiATIGiT COifivi' 
HEREIN IG U1CLASSIFIED " 

|fcT 
Dear Mr. Kelley, ^ /tA-fij SPtyfif/U, 

I do not appear to/nave received any reply to . 
bter of 25th June/ I appreciate that you are my letter of 25th June/ I appreciate that you at 

very busy. Possibly also the letter was lost in 
the mails; I enclose a copy, and look forward to 
the favour of your reply in due course. 

Yours sincerely, 

NCUPSUgl 

$aJl£ornia 

j/o 

AUG-^M974 % 

/If 
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the rai should carry a rubber stamp with the legends 

Raw, unevaluated data* 
The authenticity of this information 

is not guaranteed* 

Further, occasions do arise when the lonrr-s tanding ’ 
.policy of the T^BX is violated, and leaks, of information occur* 
-Yo\i will readily'appreciate that such leaks are capable of doing 
irreparable harm to the individuals concerned* Kay I ask whether 
the FBI in -such circumstances has a policy for putting the matter 
right ? 

Thank you for your courtesy and co-operation* 



g- -X'n-^ w;’.:^'^ .v-tft*.gsu*>-Aw. >*3te/ js..» 

Hr*. C.K. Kell Gy ■ 
Director 
United States T>epartment of Justice 
Fedora! 'Bureau of Invest!.Ration 
Washington D.C* 20535 
TJ.F*A* 

Dear Mx»* Kelley, ' • - 

Thank you for your letter of 20 June 1974♦ 

I can understand tbr t in terns of your longstanding 
policy to make information in your files available only to duly 
authorised law enforcement officials etc*, your policy to protect 
the identity of members of the general public who furnish - 
information can be made defensible* You might otherwise not get 
such information, t/hether true or* false* 

The error seems tc me, with respect, to be that the 
FBI lends the weight of its authority to information which it 
furnishes from its files* It does not make it clear that such 
information might be raw, unevalur-tod data furnished by persons 
who cannot bo challenged because their identity is to bo protected, 
who may have anted on run our, or out of malice a nr ill-will* Might 
1 suggest*' as a "ready solution" to what is a problem for you but . 
sometimes a catastrophe for others, that inf or:- ticn furnished by 

.^lyvcmmc- ■if..- v. - 
'OiU:£_. 

’ /0-4~fy 

25 Juno 1974 
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■ Your letter of September 3, 1S74, •enclosiag^.m^^^:V|J■^i^g 
^/■^Jcopy of. the October, 1914* Issue of your publicatioii^V^i^g||v??|!? 
/mddhfcaining the article by has been 

; received;, and it- was thougntrui. or you to make this 
^available to rae, I deeply appreciate Mr. Hoffer's '■:// 
//f durable. observations about my administration of the v. 

: Since .this Bureau is involved, in civil, 
Odiitigation with, the organisation to-which you refer,--" 
.:h :not in a'position to comment in themanner V. ^ 
':‘:irei|Uested by you.. ■. • 

(V) 

W 

Assoc. Dir. __ ; 

Dep. AD A tint 

Dep. AD Inv. 

Asst.tDir.: . V'. ; 

--r'| ‘ ■■ 

< MAILED 20 

SEP 1 21974 

. FBI 

Sincerely yours, 

C. M. 

Clarence M. I\elley 
Director 

» 

r\. 

I 

•/; McDermott (detached) 
;:MiRtz (detached) 
^:il *=/ I^^;.|;arringtpn”/id'etet9hed) 
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Ins pec! ton . 

Intel I. • ■ ' ■ |.'- 

Laboratory-- 

Plan. & EvdL __ 

Spec. Inv, _ 

Training 

Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rm.- 
- \ / 

• Heiro to McDermott memo, dated 9/10/74 re; 
v KELLEY IN 10/74 ISSUD." 

g 

CW&i ~~~ c: 
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Mrc Clarence M. Kelley, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Department of Justice 
Constitution Avenue & 10th be., 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

NW 

••'Cl 
11Q? * 

/o -3-py 

Dear Mr. Kelley, o 
We are gathering data on the Churchj^^ ”ith a view 

toward a possible article. 
the West b?D 

I too*- week we were told that the rDi^i— -___j * rimp’ 
ioermtS poiS, and Interpol have accused the organization of drug 

Jtrafficking. Is that correct? 

We have not seen any stories on the pl8SS and W0';ild 
appreciate learning as much as possible about i . 

Thank you for any help you or the bureau can give us in 

matter. 

Sincerely yours, 
O
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TO 

^ UNITED STATES GC^RNMENT 

J Memorandum 
=Mr. McDermott 

« 

DATE: 9/10/74 /, 

from Mr. Heim 

L* Til 

SUBJECT:SAGA MAGAZINE 
ARTICLE ON MR. KELLEY 

IN 10/74 ISSUE 

/ f 
. _ / j / 

all - 
HEREj... ' • '■ LtlLD Lrv\'’*n£f 

jQ"2i'£<f sptyrfyv/ZL 

\\ 
Assoc. Dir.   — 

Dop. AD Adm._ 

Dop. AD inv. __ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin._'_ 

/Comp Sys*/_ „ 

f Ext; Affairs \ 

" Files .Si Com. _ 

Gon. Inv._ 

Ident.__ . 

Inspection_ 

Intoll. __ 

Laboratory - 

Plan. & Eval. . 

Spec. Inv._ 

Training_ 

Legal Coon. _ 

Telephone Rm. _ 

Director Sec*y _ 

Reference is made to letter from| 
|of "Saga" enclosing- the October. J.974r 

article on Mr. Kelley by 
issue containing an 

The article is favor¬ 
able to Mr. Kelley's leadership of the FBI and mentions his emphasis 

also indicates in 

b7C 

on the new openness within the Bureau __ 
his letter that they are gathering data on the SSurch _ of Scientolocty 
for a possible article and asks if the Bureau can give any help bb 
He mentions that the FBI, among other law enforcement agencies, 
has reportedly accused the Church of drug trafficking and asks 
if this is true. 

Mr. Kelley has requested that a letter of appreciation 
be sent I land that help be qiven L 
request if there is public source data, 

in connection with 

"SAGA" MAGAZINE: C 
In 6/741_| telephonically contacted the Ex-i 

Affairs Division, indicating he was doing a feature on Mr. Kelley 
for "Saga." He asked to interview Mr. Kelley and to be furnished 
previous articles published about the Director. Since it was not 
felt that "Saga" was an appropriate vehicle for a personality-type 

was recommended that Mr. Kelley decJbe 
Mr. Kelley agreed that no -interview 

article about the Director 
to be interviewed by | 
given. The External Affairs 

it 

1 
Division so advised 

ttj at 
he indicated 

he intended to prepar^jthe article anyway and at his specific request 
furnished him rep&fcdt data .and a photograph of Mr. Kelley. 

_, Rec rr i £ _ - li . ..... 
is hot identifiable in Bufiles based eoh-,- d 

we > 

data available. 

Enclosure U- /r -,,1 
L 

NOT RECORD*©' 

06 

1 - Mr. McDermott - Enclosure 
1 - Mr. Mintz - Enclosure 
1 - Mr. Farrington - Enclosure 
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Heitn to McDermott Memorandum 
RE: "SAGA MAGAZINE, ARTICLE ON MR. KELLEY IN 10/74 ISSUE" 

CHURCH OF THE SCIENTOLOGY: ^ SobjC &T ^ />, . - b 

This group, along with its founder|^Lafayette~~Ror~Hubbard, 
has been known to the Bureau since 1951. Hubbard1 s theory,'of ' 
"scientology" is that it is an alleged science which instills 
self-confidence for assistance-'in removing mental‘problems. 
Hubbard has been described as "hopelessly insane" by his wife, 
in connection with divorce proceedings. Neither Hubbard nor 
his group has been investigated by the Bureau; however, we have 
received many complaints from citizens alleging that it is a 
fraudulent money-making scheme, as well as information about 
this group from other agencies, both foreign and domestic. . 
In 1972 we received information from the State Department that 
there had been rumors that a boat controlled by the group had 
been involved in drug traffic; however,- nothing was found to 

r. substantiate this report. The Church of Scientology has initiated 
L' suit against the FBI for information in our files concerning that 

organization and its affiliates under the Freedom of Information 
• Act, as well as a suit alleging that an illegal wiretap was placed 

on one of its phones by the FBI. Both suits are presently pending. 
! The suit against the Bureau for alleged wiretapping has been in 
| the press. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the attached letter of appreciation be sent I 
and that he be told that since the Bureau is involved in civil 
litigation with the organization to which he refers, we are not 
in position to comment. Reply coordinated with Legal Counsel 
Division. 

2 
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Assoc. Dir.- 

Dep. AD Adm. 

Dop. AD Inv. _ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin._ 

Comp. Syst. __ 

Ext. Affairs _ 

Files & Com.. 

Gen. Inv.- 

Ident.- 

Inspection - 

Intel!. - 

* 

(■ 

z 

December 11, 1974 

AIRMAIL 

2 - Mr. Mintz 

T'he Church of Scientology 
Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead 
Sussex, England RH19 4JY 

Dear 
i.,/ 

t 

< 
\S-b6 
>h7C 
\ 

I 

This/will acknowledge receipt of your letter on 
December 5th.$F 

b 
i 

1 am sorry it was necessary for you to write again , 
since I felt my prior correspondence to you responded to the s 
inquiries you raised. Please be assured that agencies to ^ 
which we disseminate information are also advised as to whether^ 
that data has been accumulated as the result of an investiga- r ' 
tion conducted by this Bureau. < 

i 
Sincerely yours, \ 

1 

C. M. Kelley 

Clarence 13* Kelley 
Director 

L.--The Deputy Attorney General - Enclosure 
TP- Buf£le 62-115530 (FOI-REPLIES) 

NOTE-:-- We itiad felt thzffc prior correspondence with_ 
was sufficiently responsive to his subsequent letters of 
6—25—74r nnri R — 2—74^anr\ fhiarpfnria. n T.^rral rirmnsel to 25-74^and 8-2-74/ and therefore, in Legal Counsel to|_ 

memorandum of 8-23-74. it was recommended and approved 

it 

Laboratory —- 

Plan. & Eval.. 

Spec. Inv.- 

Training- 

.egal Coun.- 

Jephone Rm, _ 

>c*y _ 

that those two letters from 
Current reply is in an effon? 
straight with correspondent. 
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] not be acknowledged. 
to attempt to set the record 

‘ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
IMtfEREIN I UNCLASSIFIED _ „ , „ 
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THE v - jRCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 
The Hubbard Scientology Organisation 

WORLD WIDE 
Founder L. Ron Hubbard 

Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead 
Sussex England RH19 4JY 

Tel: East Grinstead 24571/3 

Mr. Clarence M. Kelley 
Director 
United States Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington DC 20535 
U.S.A. 

/< J) n -r-7s /> A !: ■ 

26 November 1974 

Dear Mr. Kelley, 

letters of 25th 
I/dx> not appear/to have had any reply to my 
h June and 2nd: August. 

It occurs to me that there may be some 
reluctance to reply owing to the fact that there is now 
litigation between us. 

If so, please treat this letter as an under¬ 
taking and guarantee that your reply will not be used in 
that litigation. 

Thank you for your courtesy and co-operation. 

V' 
i m 
y l>i i 

Yours sincefely, 

•I#- 1 '" ttna 

&SS-5 1974 

'nr'I 

/ /WY 

Church of Scientology of California 
A NON PROFIT CORPORATION IN U.S.A. REGISTERED IN ENGLAND 
R. O. HOPKINS PRESIDENT ERNEST DENZIL GOGERLY VICE PRESIDENT H. G. PARKHOUSE SECRETARY P. HURWITZ RESIDENT AGENT (ENGLAND) 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

\ 
pr vnfoHW ft! 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

I fro: M 

SUBJECT 

’ date: 12/6/74 J 

EGAT, MEXICO CITy\^X63-60-28) (P^9-: 

0nTm™,«B S ' 1 V>^'CLA„„ ___ 
SCIENTOLOGY « REASOU-FCIM^II, 1-2 

YPC 1?- DATE OF REVIEW I PI 

ReBucab, 

The a.1 

Enclosed-'herewith is a pamphlet titled ’Church 
of Scientol ogy" J^Evidence on Religious bona Fides and Status 
of the Cmirch / Scientology". \_h— AIL INFORMATION UOflfAINEU 

ab.dated 8/13/74.a.' -./(a/ ncRbiii i/ IjfXLALoiHLD 

/ r 0ATE/&32a££_B 
hrive enc.l owed book was forwarded via U.S. 

tiailr to |___| U. S._ Ambassador to Guatemala. The 
address indicated on the envelope was 8 Avenida 11-65, 
Zone 1, Guatemala City, Guatemala,. The above address is 
the former address of the U.S. Embassy in Guatemala. The 
envelope bore a return address Ministry of Public Relations, 
United States Church of Scientology of California,^5930 
Franklin Avenue, Los Angeles, California, 90028 

The enclosed pamphlet contains a notation "Printed 
for the use of United States Government Agencies and Diplo¬ 
matic Services, Department of Archives, U.S. Ministry of 
Public Relations". VA 

A 
k 
v 

t > 

Ambassador I requested that the enclosed publi¬ 
cation be brought to the Bureau's attention inasmuch as it 
would appear that all U.S. diplomatic miss^gp,s.„w4Jll,^?;eQgivjp 
a copy of the publication. 

”-" v — —rygfr*creir. 
REQUEST OF THE BUREAU £CT ' ~ ^ , 7 / 

* 1 hkA " / / > 
Bureau is requested to advise with reference to 

any additional information available through .the San Francisco 
or Los Angeles Q^ficer~lk--“---- —J- - 
embassy at Guatemala^ 

' *{$? 
Bureau (Enc.V I) 'r - 

\) $Lk1 - Foreign Liaison Ug&t) 
j * (2~*- San Francisco)^ 

M S3> ~ Los Angeles) ' V/‘ /,. 

ho 
b7C 

M c^n be made avai^a&l^b^cx , the 

- Mexico City 
MCTisls 
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Buy 'U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Flan 
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January 6, 1975 

uwCi*. b6 HEhEli'i .w ^ l. 

DATE.. ^^r hY ? c 

fo^Ss) lU, 
v\ 

mhb:vb 

Assoc. Dir. _ 

Dep. AD Adm. _ 

Dep. AD |nv. _ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. __ 

Comp. Syst. _ 

Ext. Affairs _ 

Files & Com. _ 

Gen. |nv. _ 

ident. _ 

Inspection _ 

Intell, _ 

Laboratory _ 

Plan. & EvaI. _ 

Spec. Inv, _L_ 

Training_V‘ 

Legal Coun. _L 
TlJgpkane 8mfc« A W M 

Your letter of December 29th., with enclosure, has 

been received. 

With respect to your rogucst, this Bureau is strictly 
an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as such, 
neither mates evaluations nor draws conclusions as to the 
character or integrity of any organization, publication, or 
individual. 1 regret it is not possible to be of assistance 

to you. 

Sincerely yours, 

-C. M. Kelley 

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director 

NOTE: Corresoondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. The 
staitmed, self-addressed envelope she enclosed is being 
utilized. L. Ron Hubbard and the.Church of Scientology are 
both well known to the Bureau. Hubbard has in the oast 
been described by his wife as being "hopelessly insane." 

(3) 
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December 29, 1974 

Office of Public Information 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION-> 

Washington, DC 

Gentlemen: _ /* W */** 
(O 

I am working on a research paper on the Church of Scientology and its 

founder, L. Ron Hubbard. 

Washington, DC 

Gentlemen: 

o.rl£D 
P.Y SPA -W4ji 

From my preliminary researches (articles in the popular press, and 

a brief brush with the "Church” itself), I gather this is the sort of 

organization that the FBI may at one time or another have investigated. 

If you have, and if there is any information available to the public, I 

would appreciate any literature you could send me. A stemped, self- 

addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience. 

Sincere! 

- ffyW-SAX 
^ Q ^ ft——[ 

TT^TJ ^ ^ ^ ' 

■t&SiBSSB&A. «££& 

CM JAN 7 1975 
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OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1602 EDITION 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.8 

UNITED STATES G^^ENMENT 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAN FRANCISCO (163-1653) (RUC) 

/ 

CONFIDENTIAL 
date: ’ 1/7/75 

subject: i SCIENTOLOGY 
PPC 

/V> Re Bureau letter to San Francisco. _ 
San Francisco nitel to Bureau, dated 8/13/74, and Bureau 
nitel to San Francisco, dated 8/2/74* 

In referenced San Francisco nitel to Bureau, 
dated 8/13/74, San Francisco provided all information 
available on captioned organization.v*- 

No LHM follows UACB.^ 

FBIHQ is requested to forward the above to 
Legat, Mexico. 

$ 0 

■^irJCJalLjy 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ; ,, 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED y 
mE/L-A-r/ BY $JKlxMLL 

i'k 
I 

«Fft 
\2A Bureau 
1- San Francisco 
RLJ/eac 

(3) 
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FEB 6 1975 
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Chief, Federal fiureau of Investigation 
Ninth and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.Ci. 

Dear Sir: £ 

On February 13..1973J . _ ~~1w^e y£U % • 
disturbed letter concerning ray involvement xn ^ne^hurch oiK^ 
Scient,olagy4_ As I feel partially responsible for the 

“I^anT*writing to inform you of the erroneous nature of her letter, 
and to give yoii the correct information. 

'First of all, the true source of lies contained in the.-1 fitter 
was nnt. mv mother but at mutual ’’friend" by the name of|- 

| maliciously plotted to cause a schism 
between my mother and myself by spreading unfounded rumors 
about my mental state and my involvement in Scientology. I 
am attaching a letter that| | wrote me in April of 1974 
in an attempt to make up tne damage he had done.—Unfortpnately, 
my mother is s|till feeling the effects caused by|-1 
vicious plotting and frequently experiences states of extreme 
depression. ^ 

On the brighter side, I am pleased to report that I am sty'll/ 
a member of the Church of Scientology and, in spite of th^t . ^ 
enturbulated period of my life, I am becoming a much^ner,^^^ 
more aware person* My mother*s fears that through Scientology 
I would loose ^a measure of my self-determinism are unfounded 
Contrariwise , through Scientologyfs help, I find myself growirig 
in responsibility, desirous for the first time in my life to 
make this world a better place♦ 

I am sorry for any concern that my mother may have caused you 
regarding my [involvement in Scientology but please understand __ 
that her nsiia] good-natured self was overwhelmed by the ruth- 

lessness of ,'-.U'- //A Xjll/ ^JSf 

rpe you a 
ihurch of 

If you would like me to clarify further my involvement in the; 
Church of Scientology, please feel free to write me at the 
above address. -»*»»» >--«<*» 

Very trwlre yd’ 
s FEU 13 IQ75 

■S/'fl CS- 

-C1' JY 

f\ / V 



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCI\SSIFIED 
DATE_--3 ta- - Si_By S-go- irnP JarL- 





P.0, Box 636r San Francisco, California 94101 Cable Address: KRENT 
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Bate: 

To: 

January 28, 1975 

Director of Special Operations 
Office of Special Investigations 
U. S. Air Force 
Y/asMsgtoa. D. C. 20814 

From: 

Subject: 

Clarence M. Kelley, Director y?<£f$ . 

SECUMTYCLASSIFICATIO^g.O#.. - . ' 
FBI REPORTS ‘B2KT',> 

This is in reply to your letter of January 3, 1975, your 
reference WO. 

✓ 

In response to your request, the following reports per¬ 
taining to the Allied Scientists of the World, have been declassified: 

A 

X 

A 

| kv 

Six 

i. Report of SA[ dated January 9, C*> 

19o2, at Denver, Colorado. 

%t Report of SAl 

A 
vS 

] dated January 16, 
19*52, at Kansas City, Missouri, 

3. Report of SA 

be 
b7C 

dated March 18, 1952, at 
Kansas City, Missouri. 

]daied April 7, 4, Report of SA|_ 
1952, at Denver, Colorado. 

Assoc. Dir. _____ 

Dep. ad Atim. — ia the absence of mention of a specific document pertaining 
aTJ. oI!"''' ~~ to Lafayette Ron Habfoard or the listed organisations with which he is 

— affiliated, no action has been taken toward declassification. Should you 
e™1Attars H find such declassification necessary, please identify the documents in- 
Files & Con. _ 

Gen. !nv- ,-, „ . < * 

Ident-J J | | ’ | * " 1 'i I I & 

Inspection - 

Inteil.- 

1 1 
PlA 

b6 
b7C 

Laboratory - - - \ . . 

Plon.&Eval. __ FBGtbll^^4) 

Spec. 

Traln^S 

Logoi Ccu.i.- 1^** 

Telephone Rtti._ ^ 
..MATT, UOHM !~-1 TELETYPE UNIT I I 

n^& Evoi. _ s je»a_t; See Note page 2. 
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/ Q.- // ' ■ r' 
^ gp - 77 io /cr 

February 27, 19/5 

1 - Mr. Wanna11 - Enc, 
Atten: I_be 

2 - Mr. Farrington - Enc. b7c 
2 - Mr. Mintz . a •Y' _ ^ 

Director of Support 
Headquarters Office of Special 

Investigations 
Department of the Air Force 
Washington.* D* 0. 20314 j^f.T 

^ v\v, Jft. 

. v.* 

M <,$5 v 

Tnis wiij 

ir Force . av to vy* j 
30314 ux • •-•••^ ' r\JrA 

I !KSIN ,' 
—1 DAtyxrihpif-' ■ 
■sfer to your cc-rcsinunication, with enclosur 

to Special Agent Janes C. Farrington which was received on ^ Feb¬ 
ruary 13th and concerned a request for information concerning . ruary 
f~.no r-h Scientolooy and Mr. 1>. Hon Hubbard... fcy 

| an attorney representing the Church .of vQlPCy. 
This w3Tl also confirm conversations Jsefcwoen. |__| * 

\ of your office on February 20 th.- and Special Agent X 
" | of this Bureau-. v\ 

x 
'This Bureau, as well as the Department of Justice- is 

currently involved in -civil litigation with representatives of 
the Church of Scientology conceding requests they have made for 
inf creation £rore our files regarding the same seb'jfeQts. Since 
we have had several individuals/ includingl_______| allege 
that they represent Mr.’ Hubbard and this organisation- xb is 
rey understanding that the judicial proceedings are ah a stage 
where a determination is to foe made as to who exactly represents 
Mr* Hubbard and this organisation. \J^ 

Prmr’corvospondenca from I Iindicates tnst Prior' correspondence from |_| xndrea-ees hA«t 
his client is iseroiy ~ths Church of Scientology or California. ^ 
Consequently* this Bureau has haheu ths position tn&t ws conic*, 
not disclose information concerning I>- Hon Huabard and/or the 
Church of -Scionfcolo-gy.without a notarised statement from 
Hr. Hubbard and/or the head of this organisation to release 
such data* Cur basis for this stand is that v/e feel tux* could 
amount, to an invasion of privacy. 

X . 

Dcp, AO Adm. . 

Dcp. AD |uv. _ 

Asst, Dir,: 

Admin._ 

Comp. Syst._ 

Ext. Affoirs _ 

Files & Com. _ 

Gan. |nv._ 

Ident._ 

Inspection_ 

|n‘ell_ 

1 r. moratory_ 

Pioi & EvqI. . 

Spec. In*._ 

Training_ 

lWWfY=e-6- 
1 elop^'cne Rm. _ 

Direc*o', S<K^y£X 

- 1 - Honorable Bari J, gilbert - Enclosure 
United States Attorney_ 
Attention: 1 
Assistant United States Attorney 
United States Courthouse 

’ Washington/ D. C. » > ■ 
- 1 ~ The Deputy Attorney General ~ Enclosure 
" 3. - Assistant Attorney General -- Enclosure 
! v- Civil Division^ Attention: j 
■ 1 - Bufile 62“115530 (FOI-REPLlfiS} 

TELi^YPS UNIT [!□ ,! 

\ , .yMb-f 

ir. 
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_On February 12, 1975, this problem was fliocuaseavltb 
1 I an attorney in the Civxl Pxvxsxon, depart: 

stent of Justice, in connection with a similar request made upon 
the U. S. Coast Guard. I Hsuggested av vnat a® tnat 
the Coast Guard be advised that the Government is . current^ 
involved in litigation with representatives or cox* 
and that information which could possibly amount to an ^jsxon ox 
Mr. Hubbard’s privacy should not be disclosed to anyone without 
Mr. Hubbard’s authorisation.\N— 

A review of the documents yon have forwarded tojas wonld,^ 
in our opinion, constitute an unwarranted invasion of dr. 
privacy if disclosed to any other individual, wxtnont hxs P®r*£s- 
Sion. ''Therefore, in addition to the above observatwna, *e would 
object to your releasing these docaaenra as_ww i«ol 
within the (b) {7} {€} exemption of Txtle 5, Unitea Sta^e^- wo.^. 

Section 552. \j^ 

Sincerely yours. 

Clarence if. Kelley 
Director 
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'"”-35 (Hev. 5-22-DECLASS1F1CAT10H AUTHORITY DERIVED FP.OH: 
> FBI AUTOMATIC D K C LAS SIFICATION GUIDE 

DATE 01-13-Z013 

f 
Transmit the following in 

Vii AIRTEL ClASSiriS 

F B I 

Date: 1/17/75 

plaintext or code) 

^AIRMAIL 

JJ. 

© 

RfcASCM: 1 

D£etASS£¥ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 
ATTN: Liaison Section 

"lyT”) (Priority) 

*RlilASOH-FCIM IM 

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (163-2883) 

UUJRWW • - \ I . 

REASOH-PCIM IM 1T2,7 
date OP. BTnVTEWf\JlLJS 

CiASS-^CIu 

OP « ' 

SUBJECT ^SCIENTOLOGY ^ .. 
FOREIGN POLICE COOPW^F - 
00: Bureau ^Vc#'V ‘- 

* 

Re Bureau letter to Los Angeles dated 

Enclosed for the Bureau.are six copies of a" 
letterhead memorandum (LHM) containing results of 
investigation in. Los Angeles. W. 

% 
The Church of Scientology is the subject ofclpsed Los 

Angeles file 1QO-7R484. Investigation was conducted in * 
'— ca“ nvx. this matter by SA 

By letter dated 5/10/73> Los Angeles j.ile 
163-2521 captioned "T.S.M.Y. EXCALIBUR, FPC,” information 

» . > * * ts .. . ^   . ..   J. J. L> js u n «1 1 *—> n 4- 1 1 was furnished to the Bureau at the request ox 

m (U) 
''Y,\W v 

r)j;U(jr^ t 
It should be noted that the headquarters 

of the Church of Scientology is at Washington, D. C.VA. 

[C\ass\^on- W i-n\$ , f-;r, ,j yo..,,7l 

£?- Bureau (Enel. 6)^ \ t^ -Arf. 
1 - 108 Angeles ^ g \J --A/K, j 
JHM/sif V N _ xf rnf 

j] [ 14 ^VrSEDBYRO^nTGSLTPON 

(j> c?-V Lfi)£ 0 

"* -H 

Approved: Per 

Splcibl Agent in^Char^e * U. 3, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1889 O - 346-090 (U> 
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f. UNITED^PTATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSj^.E 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Los Angeles, California 
January 17 j 1975 

SCIENTOLOGY 

Records of the Los Angeles Division of the_ 
Federal Bureau of Investigation disclosed the following 
information concerning Scientology or the Church of 
Scientology: 

There have been numerous inquiries from citizens 
' to 'the'Federal ^Bureau of Investigation concerning Scientology. 
Many of the “citizens requested information concerning the 
organization inasmuch as their relatives have become 
associated with the organization. Other individuals 
volunteered information, pamphlets published by Scientology 
and other data which they had collected. VA—> 

Records of the United States Coast Guard, Long 
Beach, California, onMay 1, 1973s disclosed that the Church 
of Scientology currently had four boats registered in its 
name at that facility. VN. 

\ 

Telephone directories of the Los Angeles, Calif¬ 
ornia, area disclosed numerous telephones listed to the 
Church of Scientology and its branches and local organizations. 

The following article entitled "Scientology,” 
undated, which contains information concerning that 
organization, was furnished to the FBI by a concerned 
citizen who desired to furnish the information. That, 
article is as follows: \j^ 

ALL INFORM. --ON 
HEREIN i: UNO. 
DATE 

f nrt 

, [6.^4y.: 

CONTAINED 
.IFIED ^ 
mm 



SCIENTOLOGY 

\ 

"Life" magazine, issue of November 15, 1968 

contains an article on .Scientology, and states, "A growing 

a cult reaches dangerously into the mind, W— 

A publication entitled "Reality" dated May, i960, 

is self-described as the official publication of Dianetics 

and. Scientology in California and the western United States, 

The founder is listed as L, RON HUBBARD. On page 3 of this 

publication it states, "In the hands of the intelligent, 

Scientology, by altering human energy, has duplicated any 

miracle of yesteryear in healing. But it is far more than 

a science of healing. By it and by it alone could be 

determined the quality of those who govern man. By 

Scientology one can know and predict his fellows, he can 

heal and secure the future of his children, he can evaluate 

tomorrow and learn to rule today...In. a few hours Scientology 

can make the lams walk, the blind see. 

L. RON HUBBARD has been associated with a number 

of organizations having their headquarters in Washington., 

D.C. Among those organizations are the Hubbard Association 

of Scientologists International, Hubbard Dianetic Research 

-2- 
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Foundation, and Academy of Scientology. His organizations 

allegedly advance a new method of curing mer.tal illness 

known as Dianetics. VN- 

. The April 2k, 1951, issue of the 'Times Herald” 

newspaper, VJashington, D.C., revealed that fhjEBAED's wife 

charged in a divorce suit that he was "hopelessly insane" 

and subjected her to "scientific torture experiments. 

According to the article, competent medical advisors recommended 

HUBBARD be committed to a private sanitarium for psychiatric 

observation and treatment for mental ailment known as 

"paranoid-schizophrenia." 

In late 1962 investigators of the U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration executed a search warrant on the head¬ 

quarters of L. RON HUBBARD in Washington, D.C, The warrant 

was based on allegations that certain books and publications . 

authored by HUBBARD and his associates made false and 

fraudulent claims for certain cures. 'He was also allegedly 

manufacturing and selling a "wonder machine" which the 

Food and Drug Administration also claimed had been misrepresented. 

At that time HUBBARD was in England and no arrests were made. H 

On February 20, i960, |_ 

came to Michigan City, Indiana, and rented a suite of rooms. 

•bo 

hlC 

{ 
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t * 
in the Spaulding Hotel. He represented himself as a doctor 

of Dianetics and Scientology. _claimed he was 

superior to psychiatrists and could audit people's minds, 

talcing them hack to the time they were in their mother’s 

womb. For a series of five visits,_charged 

$500. In spite of the fee was obtaining patients 

and doing a good business much to the consternation of the 

local medical society who believed he was a fraud. 

On approximately March 20, i960,_was 

joined by a woman named|_ 

did not represent herself as a doctor 

but claimed proficiency in the auditing of people’s minds. 

She indicated she. was from England and had a ten year old 

daughter in a private school in England, 'A 

According to articles appearing In Los Angeles 

newspapers in April of 1951 was accused of kid¬ 

naping his wife by force and imprisoning their 

daughter. 

The Founding Church of Scientology is self- 

described as follows: 

The Founding Church of Scientology is a legally 

constituted Church, domiciled in the District of Columbia. LA, 
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It has tranches in other states, and has many 

correspondents and members of its sister religious fellow¬ 

ship in all parts of the world. 

-The Church of Scientology is dedicated to the 

freedom of the Spirit. The entirety of the activities of 

the Church of Scientology are dedicated to this end, to 

the freeing of the Spirit of Man. 

Scientology believes that the Spirit of Man is 

Man himself, not his body.^' 

Scientology believes that the Spirit of Man can 

be saved from the burden of past sins, by the counseling 

and aiding of the Spirit. ' • 

Our ends are purely spiritual, not secular. 

By the means of Scientology, we believe, Man can 

be made free and pure, free of the taint of past sins and 

free to do good to himself and his fellows. 

Scientology believes in religious freedom as 

guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States of America 

Scientology will extend the" hand of friendship 

to all who are believers in Man as a Spirit. 

Scientology is a deadly enemy of secular teachings 

as stated by such latter day philosophers as Marx and others 

of that ilk. \k_ \ 



Scientology believes that the United States 

of America and the World as a whole requires religious 

freedom to Survive.'^ 

The following is a statement by the Founding 

Church of Scientology dated January 5* 1963* concerning 

the seizure of property by the Food and Drug Administration 

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare: VA. 

'ifThe seizure of the property and records of 

our religious organization, the Founding Church of Scien¬ 

tology, at the instigation of the Food and Drug Adminis¬ 

tration of the U.S. Department of Health, 'Education and 

Welfare, is a shocking example of government bureaucracy 

gone mad. 

It is a direct and frightening attack upon the 

Constitutional rights of freedom of religion, freedom of 

press, and freedom of speech. 

Without any prior warning, or opportunity for 

officials of the Church to appear in Court for a hearing, 

a large force of United States Marshals entered Church 

premises and seized property and pamphlets used in the 

religious work of the Church. 



There is no criticism of the Court which issued 

the seizure warrant, because it is not apparent from the 

warrant that the Court was advised by the government' 

department that the premises and property of a church were 

to be entered and seized. Nor is it clear that the United 

States Attorney's office was advised by the Department officials 

that a church owned or possessed the property and literature 

that was seized,^- 

More than two months ago-, the Food and Drug 

Administration interfered with the delivery of the Church 

and its affiliated organizations of the imported scientific 

instruments which are used in connection with certain phases 

of the Church's religious activities. Protest was made 

v/ith the Baltimore office of the Food and Drug Administration, 

and ample evidence was submitted showing that the decention 

of the property was in violation of the lav? and the Con¬ 

stitution of the United States. But Up to this time the 

Church and its attorney have received no administrative 

ruling, which could be appealed either within the Department 

‘of -Health, Education, and Welfare, or to the Courts. 

Instead, there has been a subsequent seizure of 

property, without notice or prior Court hearing for the 

i 



Church,} such as might; have occurred under Stalin Ox 

Khruschev in Russia. W ... 

If the legitimate work and activities of one 

religious organization can be ruthlessly attacked and 

violated by one branch of the United States Government., 

no other religious organization is safe from similar or 

like illegal intrusion and attack. The question directly 

raised is: "Are we in America today living under a Godless 

government which intends ultimately to destroy all religions 

and religious organizations?" . 

There is nothing in the so-called warrant that 

was issued to indicate that the Court was informed... as 

it should have been ... that civil administrative proceedings 

were pending and had not been decided. The facts are 

that the District Office of the Pood and Drug Administra¬ 

tion in Chicago had previously ruled against the seizure 

or detention of property such as was seized by request 

of the same government agency in Washington on January 4th. 

And previously another government agency, the Customs 

Bureau, had made a definite ruling that is in direct 

conflict with the basic contention of the Food and Drug 

Administration on which its seizure of the Church’s property 

was founded.’* _ _ 



"The Auditor", monthly journal ofjScientology 

contains an advertisement for the Mark V E-Meter which 

• reads as follows: 

"The Hubbard Mark V E-Meter (Electrometer) is 

a unique electronic achievement perfected by L. RON HUBBARD 

\X. '• 
after years of intensive research.- 

■ ■ "The E-Meter is used to disclose truth to the 

individual" who is being processed and thus free him 

spiritually. 

"The mark V E-Meter is an extremely valuable and 

vital auditing tool which each student on the Road to Clear 

must own. 

"Buy your Mark V E-Meter and learn how to use it 

as an essential part of your academy training at your 

nearest local Organization. Prepare for the Saint Hill 

Special Briefing Course now. 

"Price for your Mark V E-Meter, in its fine mahogany 

case and complete with full instructions on its care and 

maintenance, is $140.00." ~ . 

The following is a statement by L. RON HUBBARD, 

Founder, Church of Scientology, dated January 6, 1963s 

"Toward the end of August *62 I offered President 

KENNEDY my assistance and the help of Scientology in 



narrowing the gap in the space race. 

"Twice in recent years the White House has 

specifically requested from us a presentation of Scientology 

to see what it could do to help the general effort. We 

responded with a mass of ■information. 

"As Scientology can raise men's ability through 

the Church's processing procedures it could be of benefit 

in improving American scientists in their work on technical 

problems. However, as Scientology fell in the realm of the 

spirit and refused to consider Man an animal sprung from 

mud, the help was not accepted. 

"In August when KENNEDY had been President awhile 

I thought it only'"courteous to make the gesture again. I 

did not realize that there were lesser officials of the 

government who were evidently imbued with ideas of religious 

persecution. 

"I would greatly like to ha\?e a conference with 

Mr. KENNEDY on this subject. I am sure we could come to 

some amicable understanding on religious matters. Extreme 

measures such as attacking churches and burning philoso¬ 

phical texts are not going to solve anything. It puts 

America no further ahead in the space race. Religion should 



not be a factor in these matters. 

"If Scientology can make smarter scientists I 

don’t think we should forego this national victory just 

because of some point of religious difference. If we can 

make better pilots and astronauts without injuring their 

faith, I don’t see why we can't forego the idea that Man 

is an animal for a bit. The matter should not rise to the 

heights of religious persecution. Religious bigotry has 

no place in national victory. Unless we do something to 

give American an edge over her enemies she will continue 

to be bled white by the tax-collectors to support some 

stupid and costly science. If by making smarter scienoxsos 

(and we have many cases that say we can) we can save America 

money and give her victory. Religious persecution should 

not be used to keep us from doing it. 

"However, if President KENNEDY did grant me 

an audience to discuss this matter that is so embarrassing 

to the government at home and abroad, I would have to have 

some guarantee of safety of person. 

"As all of my books have been seized for burning. 

It looks as though X villi have to get busy and write another 

book.11 

L. RON HUBBARD 
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The "Life" magaz3.ne article mentioned above 
i 

'makes the following observations regarding Scientology: 

' "Among believers, Scientology and its Pounder 

are beyond frivolous question: Scientology is the Truth, 

it is the path to "a civilization without insanity, without 

criminals and without war..." and "for the first time in 
I * 

all ages there is something that...delivers the answers 

to the eternal questionsand delivers immortality as well." 

"So much of a credo might be regarded as harmless — 

practically indistinguishable from any number of minority 

schemes for the improvement of Man. But Scientology is 

scary—because of its size and growth, and because of the 

potentially disastrous techniques it so casually makes use 

of. To attain the Truth, a Scientologist surrenders himself 

to "auditing," a crude form of psychoanalysis. In the best 

medical circumstances this is a delicate procedure, but in 

Scientology it is undertaken by an 'kuditor" who is simply 

another Scientologist in training; who uses an "E-meter," 

which resembles a lie detector. A government report, made 

to the parliament of the state of Victoria in Australia three 

years ago, called Scientology "the world's largest 

organization of unqualified persons engaged in the practice 

of dangerous techniques which masquerade as mental therapy." 



The following article regarding two members 

the Church of Scientology appeared in the November 

1969 issue of the "Los Angeles Times": 

’ J _< f „ , 

nVin^n/o Vuinhi ■'rlUisVt jUuyiii 

in Saying of 
Tf\7rf 

j Only Clue Discovered Was 
| .Common Membership of | 

i 'Pair in Scientology Sect ... • 
| ■ ■ • ’ ' b 
S by DIAL TOttGERSON oi 
I .•■''= . and JERRY C01IEN ;.E 
j * t Times Staff Writers . . 1 h 

I 'Police investigating the weird 1£ 
i slayings of a youth and young 
j woman pursued Monday what they 

termed the only common thread-s 
' -between the pair: their memoership 
: in the Church of Scientology. 
; The Scientology organization—a . 
! mystical, quasi-scientific group--’ 
i verified that Doreen Gaul, 19, and . 
! James Sharp, 15, were members of. J 
f the group. ,. T 
< »\Ve are shocked and bereaved by ‘ 
j this sudden and brutal crime," a-./ 
! Scientology spokesman said. 
j The deaths brought to- 13 the « 
j number of seemingly motiveless - 
i murders in Los Angeles since the 
; first of the year. As in the Tate case 

and other still-unsolved killings, the . ‘ 
murders of Miss Gaul and Sharp * 
were crimes of shocking brutality. 

Miss'Gaul had been stripped 
except for a string of Indian beads. 
Both had been repeatedly stabbed 
and beaten about the face and head., 
Their eyes were slashed. 

They had been murdered else- 
. where and their bodies dumped in ' 

an alley a half-mile from a'hippio- 
•like cull commune which Miss Gaul 

‘ had left Friday . evening for a-. 
| Scientology session with young 
t Sharp. s. . .. *. ..A*'« * *« 

' .Police were concentrating oh t\yo " 
aspects of the mystery: where the 
couple had gone Saturday night and 
where the crime occurred. 

' .- "It’s difficult to sec how a crime of 
tin's sort could be committed—one 
•which would' involve this much 
blood and this much noise—without ' 
someone noticing it," • said' Capt. ' 
Frank L. Brittell. 

He said it could have been the 
work of a gang—because of the , 
excessive number of blows x-ained on . 
the victims. Police talked to scores 
of people in the Alvarado-Westlake 
district where the victims lived. . 
Many were fellow Scientologists.' 
.'. "These two people could have both 
belonged to the Meat Cutters Union, 
or the church down the street," said . 
•Brittell. "But the only thing they . 
have in common is Scientology. This •' 
is the only thread we have so far." -- 

Scientology had its beginnings in 
the- Dyanetics fadbegun in 1950 by : 
science fiction writer L. Ron Hub* 

: bard, who now runs what he calls a .. 
! worldwide church. ■ 
’ In Los Angeles, Scientology has 
i four "church” and administrative 

buildings and a number of commun- | 
; al living quarters in old Victorian 
i mansions on side streets in the 

neighborhoods' -pear MacArthur : 
. Park. - '■»' • 

• "Auditors" who offer "parishion¬ 
ers" of Scientology a mystical ver- . 
sion of psychological therapy have 

!- been ordered by the U.S. Food and •. 
Drug Administration to stop using a ! 
crude form, of lie detector called the 

' Scientology E-mcter—a gdlvairtfirnS- 
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•"''ter with ' two’ tin cans, tnid newsmen'in St; Loui^ 
VallacKear' • ^T^Miss Gaul, the eldiSH? 
\ It was learned'that Miss four children,' was gra- 
! Gaul had'said that Sharp.- dualed m the spring ^ 

•night. "Auditing" is a term , , ■. . • o.. n_ * 
• applied to .the process of became ^e™tc^,. 
■achieving a "clear", state of lol°gy aft?r ■ graduation, , 
soul S •• • %•! the attractive young wo- _ 

'; .JChs-xifitims liv-ctLahcutt man bad been a devout^ 

. a blSara^iTSfiarpTI^! Ro’CfS er Sid a news'-'' -.•with an older Scientology Her father told a ne\\s . 
worker in an old but well- man m Ajby , . 

..kept three-story apart- bad apparently becon • 
. ment building at 921 S. disenchanted with Scien-- 

Bonnie Brae St. Miss Gaul tology in recent weeks, .-.. , 
.had lived four days at a 14- ... ■> Garb Described , 
’ room commune -called . i'ghe was a good kid, but ? 
VThelan.Manor at 1032. S; an emotional kid," he said. . 
-.Bonnie - Brae.. (Operating' ugj)e ,vas always looking 

1 '/Pinion 'in tVio lonmn cf& 'rtf ■- _ * "Phelan, m-the language of ,for gree„ grass and ram-. 
"Scientology, means reach- bow°« r - .. 

. .--ing the advanced level' of; • ,iIis's was wearing a'-! 
- ",.. !*“ skirt and blouse or swea- *’* 
- *\Sharp was the son’of a; -'ter" ^hen she left Thetan 

’.prosperous salesman -Jiv-j Manor to go- tg Shares 
.-ing-in-the upper middle: houiSTill^e Thompson, a 

’; class suburb of Crestwood/..-rr- '-7^ 
' Southwest of St. Louis; He ' r?t the commune 
‘ j left-, high school in, June, 

•y.\vith his father’s .permis- 
. *'sion,-to study Scientology 
: * here. • . '•* 

; '"He was a. very, very' 
inteTHgenCpoy ,u. tfPeTia 

resident at the commune, i 
«* remembered her looks:;* 
;-.HShe was outa sight," he; 
•■■'said Mond.y. •'• T 

1' Shortly before midnight, I 
: a man taking a short cut! 
I-through an alley between 
•‘ Arapahoe St.' and Magno- 
r.]ia Ave., south of 11th St., , 
$ found the bodies.- Th'ey 
. were so badly battered 
-‘•police at' first -believed 
J them the victims of shot- ” 
r-gun blasts. ; '■ ;.'£: 
v>, i Preliminary'reports in- 
* dicated Miss Gaul had not 
s been raped. . . 
t*:;. Police said Scientology ' 
- officials cooperated with 
Uhem: in their investiga- 
:‘.tion. The Rev. Natalie 
:/Fisher, who describes her- 
'’self as resident ageTit of 
. S c i ontology’s American 
<Strmi Organisation at 

, :2722 W, Temple St., issued t 
.a statement saying in part:/ 

;=;.iVfThis organization- has,: 
'-’■’hofacts or information • 
-■regarding the circumstan-* 

- ces,of the; crime, but we • 
•/'are -‘doing 'everything in ; 
* our power to assist law 

*■ enforcement agencies to': 
see that justice is done.1* 
' ''Police said there was ho ^ 
apparent connection be-' 

|'tween the latest deaths' 
| and ^1* others, including 
‘ the ’five Tate . murders, 

which have remained un- 
' solved in * Los Angeles . 

County sipce January. . | 
Other seemingly motive¬ 

less' crimes included the 
deaths of a wealthy grocer 

,and his wife in the Los 
Fcliz district and the slay-' 
ing of four young women' 
in separate cr.imesTZ ** 
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The "Los Angeles Times/' issue of October 10, 

1970) Psrt X, Page 23, contains the following article 

regarding Scientology: 

McMaster Accuses Hubbard of Fostering 
Spiritual Tyranny Within Organization 

BY JOHN DART 
Times Retioion Writer 

One year ago an articu¬ 
late but soft-spoken man 
named John McMaster 
was extolling the virtues 

■ of Scientology and L. Ron 
Hubbard, the founder of 
the worldwide, quasi- 
scientiiic "religion." 

Appearing on television 
talk shows and giving lec¬ 

tures as Hubbard’s perso¬ 
nal representative, Mc- 
.Mast er was eminently- 
qualified. He was the first 
person to achieve Sciento¬ 
logy's state of "clear," 
which purportedly gives a 
person full control of his 
mental processes. 

Now McMaster describes 
the Church of Scientology 
and other organizations 
run by Hubbard as engag¬ 
ing in "spiritual tyranny.” 

"Ron was always busy 
getting everybody looking 
beyond the mulberry bush 
for a nonexistent enemy," 
said McMaster in a recent 
interview. 

Discipline Group -J 
The 43-year-old South . 

African was in Los An¬ 
geles for the first time 
since he resigned last 
November from Scientolo¬ 
gy's Sea Organization. 

Scientology was an. out¬ 
growth of a book, "Diane- 
tics,” published in 1950 
and written by Hubbard, a 
o n etime science - fiction 
writer and Hollywood 
screenwriter. 

For more than a decade, 
working from a yacht in 
the Mediterranean, Hub¬ 
bard has elaborated on 
psychoanalytic techniques 
with the "E-meter," simi¬ 
lar to a lie detector, and 
the courses offering "the 
road to total freedom." 

The Scientology organi¬ 
zations have had run-ins * 
with the Food and Drug 
Administration and Inter¬ 

nal revenue Service in 
thi§ country and with 
some government agen¬ 
cies in other countries. 
However, Scientology offi¬ 
cials claim that they have 
been falsely misrepresent¬ 
ed by some disenchanted 
followers, government of¬ 
ficials and the news me¬ 
dia. 

London Suburb 
World headquarters is in 

a London suburb, but a 
large following exists in 
the United States, particu¬ 
larly in Los Angeles 
where the American Saint 
Hill Organization, 2723 W. 
Temple St., represents the 
only advance-course cen¬ 
ter for Scientology in this 
country. 

McMaster said he re¬ 
signed because of "unne-- 
cessary harshness" in the 
organization "that kept 
people in a kind of electro¬ 
nic jitter." He said he also 
opposed his reassignment 
from a public relations 

mission to the United Na¬ 
tions to service aboard one 
of the Sea Organization’s 
several yachts. 

McMaster, still con¬ 
vinced of the value of 
S c i e ntology's teachings 
and analytic techniques, 
recently gave some lec¬ 
tures in Phoenix and the 
Los Angeles area on be¬ 
half of a Dianology organi¬ 
zation in Westwood run 
by Jack Homer, another 
ex-Scientoiogist. 

Lecture sponsors in 
Phoenix, McMaster said, 
were told by Scientolo¬ 
gists that "a different spir¬ 
it was occupying the body 
of John McMaster/ Mc¬ 
Master said he had heard 
that explanation used be- 

I 



fore in Scientology to ex-' 
plain the changed atti¬ 
tudes of some persons. 

A spokesman from the 
Church of Scientology, 
2003 W. 9th St., denied 
that the church has said 
that of McMaster. 

Regarding the circum¬ 
stances of McMaster's re¬ 
signation, the spokesman 
said reports had been 
made by Scientologists 
last year that McMaster 
was "holding the founder 
in contempt in" public," 
was becoming money-mo¬ 
tivated and was accused of , 
conduct unbecoming a mi¬ 
nister of the church. 

"We started making ev¬ 
ery attempt to get him to 
undergo spiritual rehabili¬ 

tation, but these attempts 
were thwarted," said the 
spokesman. A telegram 
was sent recalling Me-: 
Mdster for rest and spirt-: 
tual counseling, but no rc-1 
ply was made, said the of¬ 
ficial.- ! 

Later Expelled 
"At that point he left and ■ 

went into hiding and ten- j 
dered his resignation, but ■* 
not through proper au- 
thoritios," said the spokes¬ 
man. For McMaster's "be¬ 
trayal of trust" and other - 
acts, he was later expelled 

from the church, the 
spokesman said. 

McMaster left New York 
by freighter to his home in 
Durban, South Africa, but 
only after expressing the 
hope for some rapproche¬ 
ment with Hubbard. 

While in Durban Mc¬ 
Master said he was ap¬ 
proached by Scientologists 
who offered to give him 
some "Class A auditing 
{interviewing)" free of 
charge. "1 accepted it as a j 
peace offering but I asked 
my mother to come with 
me." said McMaster. 

"It wasn't auditing. It 
was a security check—. 
they were trying to find 
some crime I'd commit¬ 
ted," McMaster said. 

'Closed Book* 
"At this stage, they left 

me and I realized that 
Scientology was a closed 
book for me," he said. 

McMaster said he has 
not denounced the tech¬ 
niques of Dianetics and 
Scientology "and never 

’will.1"-But the organization 
in charge has "built a 
structure and called it 
God ” he said. 

McMaster in February, 
19G6 became the first of 
thousands to achieve 
"clear" status. 

If McMaster disagreed' 
with the practices in 
Scientology, why didn’t he 
quit sooner? "I felt that a* 
long as I could get out and 
deliver the sane truth, this 
would show that all this 

.ethics stuff (internal s& 
curity).was perfectly upX 
necessary," he said. *Ia 
didn't work," he said. v 
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"Dianetics, the Modern Science of Mental Health", 

"by L‘. -RON HUBBARD, a handbook of dianetic therapy, published 

in June 1950 by Hermitage House, New York, New York, 

contains the following synopsis concerning dianetics, 

the basis of Scientology:' 

T 
A he creation of dianetics is a milestone for Man 

- comparable to his discovery of fire and superior to his inventions of' 

the wheel and arch. --— 
Dianetics (Gr., dianoua—thought) is the science of mind. Far sim¬ 

pler than physics or chemistry, it compares with them in the exact¬ 

ness of Its axioms and is" ohAa"cdhsiderably higher echelon of useful¬ 

ness. The hidden source of all psychosomatic ills and human 

aberration has been discovered and skills have been developed for 

their invariable cure. 
Dianetics is actually a family of sciences embracing the various 

humanities and translating them into usefully precise definitions. 
The present volume deals with Individual Dianetics and is a hand¬ 

book containing the necessary skills both for the handling of inter¬ 

personal relations and the treatment of the mind. With the tech¬ 
niques presented in this handbook the psychiatrist, psycho-analyst 

and intelligent layman can successfully and invariably treat all 

psycho-somatic ills and inorganic aberrations. More importantly, the 

skills offered in this Tfiandbook will produce the dianetic clear, an 

optimum individual with intelligence considerably greater than the 

current normal, or the dianetic release, an individual who has been 

freed from his major anxieties or illnesses. The release can be done 

in less than twenty hours of work and is a state superior to any pro¬ 

duced by several years of psycho-analysis, since the release will not 

relapse. 
Dianetics is an exact science and its application is on the order 

of, but simpler than, engineering. Its axioms should not be con¬ 

fused with theories since they demonstrably exist as -natural laws 

hitherto undiscovered. Man has known many portions of dianetics 

in the past thousands of years, but die data was not evaluated for 
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importance, was not organized into a body of precise knowledge. I: 

addition to things known, if not evaluated, dianetics includes ; 

large number of new discoveries of its own about thought and th- 
mind. ~ . 

The axioms may be found on the end sheets ofthis volume. Ur. 
derstood and applied, they embrace the field of human endeavo* 
and thought and yield precision results. 

The first contribution of dianetics is the discovery that the prot* 
lems of thought and mental function can be resolved within th 

bounds of the finite universe, which is to say that all data needful 

the solution of mental action and Man’s endeavor can be measured 

sensed and experienced as scientific truths independent of-mysti 

cism or metaphysics. The^ various axioms are.not assumptions o: 
theories the case of past ideas about the mind—but are laws which 

can be subjected to the most vigorous laboratory and clinical tests. 
—The first law of dianetics is a statement of the dynamic principle 
of existence. 

THE DYNAMIC PRINCIPLE OF EXISTENCE IS: SURVIVEI 

No behavior or activity has been found to exist without this prin¬ 

ciple. It is not new that life is surviving. It is new that life has as its 
entire dynamic urge only survival. 

^ Survival is divided into four dynamics. Survival can be under¬ 
stood to lie in any one of the dynamics and by faulty logic can be 

explained in terms of any one dynamic. A man can be said to sur¬ 

vive for self alone and by this all behavior can be formulated. He 
can be said to -survive for sex alone and by sex alone all behavior 

can be formulated. He can be said to survive for the group only or 

for Mankind only and in either of these the entire endeavor and 

behavior of the individual can be equated and explained. These are 

four equations of survival, each one apparently true. However, the 

entire problem of the purpose of Man cannot be resolved unless one 

admits all four dynamics in each individual. So equated, the be¬ 
havior of the individual can be estimated with precision. These* 
dynamics then embrace the activity of one or many men. 

DYNAMIC ONE; The urge of the individual to reach the high¬ 
est potential of survival in terms of self and his immediate 
symbiotes. 



DYNAMIC TWO: The urge of the individual to reach the high¬ 

est potential of survival in terms of the act and the creation of 

children and their rearing. 
DYNAMIC THREE: The urge of the individual to reach the 

highest potential of survival in terms of the group, whether civil, 

political, or racial, and the symbiotes of that group. 
1 DYNAMIC FOUR: The urge of the individual to reach the 

highest potential of survival in terms of Mankind and the symbiotes 

of Mankind. - 
Thus motivated, the' individual- or a society seeks survival and no 

human activity of any kind has other basis: experiment, investiga¬ 

tion and long testing demonstrated that the unaberrated individual, 

the clear, was motivated in his actions and decisions by all the above 

dynamics and not one alone. 
The clear, the goal of dianetic therapy, can be created from psy¬ 

chotic, neurotic, deranged, criminal .or-normal people if they have 

organically sound ner.vous systems. He-demonstrates the basic nature 

of Mankind and that basic nature has been found uniformly and 
invariably to be good, That is now an established scie7itific fact, not 

' an opinion. ^ “~ 
The clear has attained a stable state on a very high plane. He is 

persistent and vigorous and pursues life with enthusiasm and satis¬ 

faction. He is motivated by the four dynamics as above. He has at¬ 

tained the full power and use of hitherto hidden abilities. 
The inhibition of one or more dynamics in an individual causes 

an aberrated condition, tends toward mental derangement and 

psycho-somatic illness and causes the individual to make irrational 

■ conclusions and act, still in an effort to survive, in destructive ways. 
Dianetic technique deletes, without drugs, hypnotism, surgery, 

shock or other artificial means, the blocks from these various dy¬ 
namics. The removal of these blocks permits the free flow of the 

various dynamics and, of course, results in a heightened persistency 

in life and a much higher intelligence. 
The precision of dianetics makes it possible to impede or release 

these dynamics at will with invariable results. 
The hidden source of all inorganic mental disturbance and 

psychosomatic illness was one of the discoveries of dianetics. This 
source had been unknown and unsuspected, though vigorously 

sought, for thousands of years. That thc'Miscovered source is the 
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source requires less laboratory proof than would have been nece; 

- sary to have proven the correctness of William Harvey’s discover 

of ihc circulation of the blood. The proof does not depend upon; 

laboratory test with complicated apparatus but can be made in air 

group of men by any intelligent individual. 

— ■ The source of aberration'has been found'to’be a'hitherto imsus 
pectcd sub-mind which, complete with its own recordings, underlie 
what man understands to be his "conscious” mind. The concept c 

the unconscious mind is replaced in dianetics by the discovery tha 
the "unconscious” mind is the only mind which is always conscious 

In dianetics this sub-mind is called the reactive mind. A holdover 

from an earlier step in Man's evolution, the reactive mind possesse, 

vigor and command power on a cellular Jcvcl. It does not "reinem 

her”; it records and uses_the_recordings qpjy to produce action. I* 
does not "think”; it selects recordings and impinges them upon the 

~~ "conscious” mind and the body without the knowledge or consen: 

of.thc individual. The^cmly-information the individual has of such 

action is his occasional perception that lie is not acting rationalh 

about one tiring or another and cannot understand why. There is 
no Censor. 

The reactive mind operates exclusively on physical pain and 

; painful emotion. It is not capable of dilferentiative thought but acts 

on the stimulus-response basis. This is the principle on which the 

animal mind-functions. It does not receive its recordings as mem* 
o£y or experience but only as forces to be reactivated. It receives iti 

recordings as cellular engrains when the "conscious” mind is "un¬ 
conscious.” 

In a drugged state, when anaesthetized as in an operation, when 

rendered "unconscious” by injury or illness, die individual yet lia.c 
his reactive mind in full operation. He may not be "aware” of what 

has taken place, but, as dianetics has discovered and can prove 

everything which happened to him in the interval of "unconscious 
ness" was fully and completely recorded. This information is un- 

appraised by his conscious mind, neither evaluated nor reasoned. It 
xan, at any future date, become reactivated by similar circumstance.' 

observed by the awake and conscious individual. When any such 
recording, an engram, becomes reactivated, it has command power. 

It shuts down the conscious mind to greater or lesser degree, take* 

over the motor controls of the body and causes behavior and action 



to which the conscious mind, the individual himself, would never 
consent. He is, nevertheless, handled-iikc a marionette 

engrains. 
The antagonistic forces of the exterior environment thus 

— entered into the individual himself without die. knowledge jor con¬ 
sent of the individual. AncL there they create an interior world of 
force which exerts itself not only against the exterior world but 
against the individual himself. Aberration is caused by what has 
been done to not done by the individual. 

Man has unwittingly long aided the reactive mind by, supposing 
that a person, when “unconscious" from drugs, illness, injury or 
anaesthetic, had no recording ability. This permits an enormous 
amount of data to enter into the reactive bank since noneTiave been 
careful to maintain silence around‘an "unconscious* person. The 
invention of language and the entrance of language into the engram 

. bank of'the -reactive- mind seriously complicates the mechanistic re¬ 
actions. The engrains containing language impinge themselves upon 
the conscious mind as commands. Engrains then contain command 
value much higher than any in the exterior world. Thought is di¬ 
rected and motivated by the irrational engrams. Thought processes 
are disturbed not only by these engramic commands but also by 
the fact that the reactive mind reduces, by regenerating unconscious¬ 
ness, the actual ability to think. Few people possess, because of this, 
'more than 10% of their potential awareness. 

The entire physical pain and painful emotion of a lifetime, 
whether the individual “knows" about it or not, is contained, re¬ 
corded, in the engram bank. Nothing is forgotten. And all physical 
pain and painful emotion, no matter how the individual may think 
he has handled it, is capable of re-inflicting itself upon him from 
this hidden level, unless that pain is removed by dianetic therapy. 

The engram and only the engrain causes aberration and psycho¬ 
somatic illness. 

Dianetic therapy may be briefly stated. Dianetics deletes all th* 
pain from a lifetime. When this pain is erased in the engraru bank 
and refiled as memory and experience in the memory banks, alA 
aberrations and psycho-somatic illnesses vanish, the dynamics are 
entirely rehabilitated and the physical and mental being regenerate. 
Dianetics leaves an individual full memory but without pain. Ex¬ 
haustive tests have demonstrated that hidden pain is not a necessity 



-but is invariably and always a liability to the health, skill, happines 

and survival potential of the individual. It has no survival value. 

The method which is used to refilc pain is another discovery. Ma; 

hasninknowingly possessed another process of remembering of whici 
— he has not been cognizant. Here and there a lew have"known abou: 

it and used it without realizing what they did or that they die 

something which Man as a whole did not know could be done. Thi 

process is returning. Wide awake and without drugs an individua 

can return to any period of his entire life providing his passage L 

not blocked by engrains. Dianetics developed techniques for circum¬ 
venting these blocks and reducing them from the status of Power¬ 

ful Unknown to useful memory. _ __ 
The, technique of ther.ajpy, js_done in whatsis -called a dianetit 

reverie. The individual undergoing this process sits or lies in a quiet 

room accompanied by a friend or professional therapist who acts at 

auditorrThe auditor directs-the attention of the patient to the'pa¬ 
tient's self and then begins to place the patient in various periods 

of the patient's life merely by telling him to go there rather than 
remember. 

All therapy is done, not by remembering or associating, but b\ 

travel on the time track. Every human being has a time track. It 

begins with life and it ends with death. It is a sequence of events 

complete from portal to portal as recorded. 

''[The conscious mind, in dianetics, is called by the somewhat more 

precise term of analytical mind. The analytical mind consists of the 

4T9 (the center of awareness), all computational ability of the indi¬ 
vidual, and the standard memory banks which are filled with al! 

past perceptions-of the individual, awake or normally asleep (all 
• material which is not engramic). No data are missing from these 

standard banks, all are there, barring physical organic defects, in 

full motion, color, sound, tactile, smell and all other senses. The *T 

may not be able to reach his standard banks because of reactive data 

which bar portions of the standard banks from the view of “I." 
Cleared, *T* is able to reach all moments of his lifetime without 
exertion or discomfort and perceive all he has ever sensed, recalling 

them in full motion, color, sound, tone and other senses. The com¬ 
pleteness and profusion of data in the standard banks is a discover)' 

of dianetics, and the significance of such recalls is yet another dis- 
covery. 
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TJie auditor directs the travel of *T* along'the patient’s time 

track. The patient knows everything which is taking place, is in full 

control of himself, and is able to bring himself to the present when¬ 

ever he likes. No hypnotism or other means"are usedT Man may not 

have known he could do this but it is simple. 
The auditor, with precision methods, recovers data from the ear¬ 

liest "unconscious" moments of the patient’s life, such "uncon¬ 
sciousness" being understood to be caused by shock or pain, not 

mere unawareness. The patient thus contacts the cellular level en¬ 

grains. Returned to them and progressed through them by the audi¬ 

tor, the patient re-experiences these moments a few times, when 
they are then erased and refikd-automatioally^as-standard memory. 

So far as the auditor and the patient can discover, the entire inci¬ 
dent has now vanished and* docs not exist. If they searched care¬ 

fully in the standard-banks they would find it again but refiled as 

"Once aberrative, do not permit as such into computer." Late areas 

of "unconsciousness” are impenetrable until early ones are erased. 
The amount of discomfort experienced by the patient is minor. 

He is repelled mainly by engramic commands which variously dic¬ 

tate emotion and reaction. 
In a release, the case is not progressed to the point of complete 

recall. In a clear, full memory exists throughout the lifetime, with 
the- additional bonus that he has photographic recall in color, mo¬ 

tion, sound, etc., as well as optimum computational ability. 

The psycho-somatic illnesses of the release are reduced, ordinarily, 

to a level where they do not. thereafter trouble him. In a clear, 

psycho-somatic illness has become non-existent and will not return 

since its actual source is nullified permanently. 
The dianetic release is comparable to a current normal or above. 

The dianetic clear is to a current normal individual as the current 

normal is to the severely insane. 
Dianetics elucidates various problems with its many discoveries, 

its axioms, its organization and its technique. In the progress of its 
development many astonishing data were thrust upon it, for when 
one deals with natural laws and measurable actualities which pro¬ 

duce specific and invariable results, one must accept what Nature 
holds, not what is pleasing or desired. 'When one deals with facts 

rather than theories and gazes for the first time upon the mecha¬ 

nisms of human action several things confound him, much as the 
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" ' flutterings of the heart did Harvey or the actions of yeasts' di- 
' Pasteur. The blood did not circulate because Harvey said it coul* 

nor yet because lie said it did. It circulated and had been circula: 

ing for- eons; Harvey was clever and observant enough to find, it 

3ml tins was much the case with Pasteur and other explorers of th 
hitherto unknown or unconfirmed. In dianetics the fact tha,t th 

analytical mind was inherently perfect and remained structural!- 

capable of restoration to full operation was not the least of th 
data found. That man was good, as established by exacting research 

was no great surprise, but that an unaberrated individual was vigoi 

ously repelled by evil and yet gained enormous strength was astor. 

ishing since aberration had been so long incorrectly supposed to 

the root of strength and ambition accordingTo authorities since th, 

time*of Plato. That a irfan contained a. mechanism which recordei 
* ;with diabolical .accuracy when jhe man was observably and by al 

presumable tests “unconsaous^was newsworthy and surprising. Tt 
the layman the relationship of prenatal life to mental function ha 

not entirely been disregarded since for centuries beyond count peo 
pie were concerned with “prenatal influence." To the psychiatrist 

the psychologist and psycho-analyst, prenatal memory had long beer 

an accepted fact since “memories of the womb" were agreed to influ¬ 

ence the adult mind. But the prenatal aspect of the mind came a.* 

an entire surprise to dianetics, an unwanted and at the time ua 

welcome observation. Despite existing beliefs—which axe not scien 
tific facts—that-the foetus had memory, the psychiatrist and other 

workers believed as well that memory could not exist in a humar 

being until myelin sheathing was formed around the nerves. Thi 

was as confusing to dianetics as it was to psychiatry. After mud 
work over some years the exact influence prenatal life had on the 

later mind was established by dianetics with accuracy. There will h 
those who; uninformed, will say that dianetics “accepts and believe 

in” prenatal memory. Completely aside from the fact that an exac 

science does not “believe" but establishes and proves facts, dianetie 

emphatically does not believe in “prenatal memory.” Dianetics hac 

to invade cytology and biology and form many conclusions by re 

search; it had to locate and establish both the reactive mind and tht 
hidden engram banks never before known before it came upot 

“prenatal" problems. It had been discovered that the engram re 



fouling was probably done on the cellular level, that the engrain 
bank was contained in the cells. It was then discovered that the cells, 

ieprpducing from one generation to the next, within the organism, 

apparently carried with them their own memory, banks. The cells 

;nc the first echelon o£ structure, the basic building blocks. They 
built the analytical mind. They operate, as the whip, the reactive 

utiml. Where one has human cells, one has potential engrains. Hu- 
iih,n cells begin with the zygote, proceed in development with the 
cinbrvo, become the foetus and finally the infant. Each stage of this 

growth is capable of reaction. Each stage in the growth of the col- 

onv of cells finds them fully cells, capable of recording engrams. In 
dianetics “prenatal memory” is not considered since tlnTsiandEurd 
banks which will someday-ser-ve-the-compkrtedr analyzer in .the in¬ 

fant, child and man are not themselves complete. There is neither 
"memory” or “experience” before the nerves are sheathed as far as 

diabetic therapy is*7:ortcern*ed.'But dianetic therapy is concerned 

with engrams, not memories, with recordings, not experience, and 
wherever there are human cells, engrams are demonstrably possible 

and, when physical pain was present, engrams can be demonstrated 

to have been created. The engram is a recording like the ripple's in 

the groove of a phonograph record: it is a complete recording of 
everything which occurred during the period of pain. Dianetics can 

locate, with its techniques, any engram which the cells have hidden, 
and-in therapy the patient will often discover himself to be upon 
the prenatal cellular time track. There he will locate engrams and 

lie goes there only because engrains exist there. Birth is an engram 
and is recovered by dianetics as a recording, not as a memory. By 
return and the cellular extension of the time track, zygote pain 

storage can be and is recovered. It is not memory. It impinged upon 
the analytical mind and it obstructed the standard banks where 

memory is stored. This is a very great difference from prenatal mem¬ 

ory. Dianetics recovers prenatal engrams and finds them responsible 

for much aberration and discovers that any longing for the womb is 

not present in any patient but that engrams sometimes dictate a 

return to it, as in some regressive psychoses which then attempt to 

remake the body into a foetus 
This matter of prenatal life is discussed here at length in this 

synopsis to give the reader a perspective on the subject. We are deal¬ 

ing here with an exact science, precision axioms and new skills o: 

application. By them, we gain a command over aberration anc 

psycho-somatic ills and with them we take an evolutionary step ir. 

the development of Man which places him yet another stage above 
his distant cousins of the animal kingdom. 
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Airgram from Consulate, Melbourne, 
dated V19/73. 
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Telegram from Consulate, Melbourne, to State Department 
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For the Bureau's information, SCS handles many 
questions such as the welfare, whereabouts, protection, and 
death of American citizens abroad. SCS has an extremely 
voluminous classified file concerning various facets and 
activities of the Church of Scientology. | 1 stated 
that the ship ’’Apollo" is now anchored off Lisbon, Portugal, 
and he understands that the corporate headquarters of the 

.Church of Scientology are located oh the "Apollo". 
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In view of the nature of this case, the Bureau' may 

desire to suggest that hhp pppart-.m^ntal at.tnrnpy handling this 
matter contactT l-on 101. ext. 29^61, room 1811, 
Department of State J,, (since is probably the most 
knowledgeable official curre/itly concerned with this matter 
in the State Department. 
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HUBBARD ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTOLOGISTS 

Inc. in Arizona, USA \ 
4 * 

157-9 Spring St., Melbourne, Australia. FB 3396 

The Secretary of State, 
State Department, 
Washington 25, DC, 
U.S.A. 

Dear Sir, 

W 

2nd fir., 110 Bathurst St., Sydney. MA 7734 ^ 
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companions. 

We are an Arizona corporation. We do a great deal of business abroad. We have 
a large membership abroad and in America. We do a lot of good in the world and 
we also fight communism aborad with very great effectiveness, not of course that 
this is of any interest to the U.S. government. 

However it is of interest to the government and your department that in an attack 
made on our organization in Melbourne, your Consul is being used. We recently 
were under attack from a newspaper of Communist editorship in Australia. A 
member of our Australian public in Geelong, Australia, was accused falsely of ma 
practice. We promptly investigated and found the complaining person to be 
communist connected and that all claims were false. The situation further dis—n 
covered other communist leads. £3 

J—X 

Amongst these it was found that your Consul in Melbourne was reported to have^ 
said that he had received "many complaints" about us and he was apparently to 
active in this attack on us. 

r 
o. 
s, 

* 

CD 

Know that we always investigate these complaints and find they are plants. No 0 
actual person has complained for any valid reason. Therefore either your consul 
is talking about unidentified phone calls or he is talking about non-factual actions. 
In any event we are running this down. The Federal government of Australia is on ‘ 
our side and is helping us. 
your Melbourne Consul. 

Member of 
National Academy * 

of American Psychology \ 

One of the things we will run down is the situation of 

cont. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 

L. Ron Hubbard, President; Morilynn Routsong, Treasurer; Mary Sue Hubbard, Secretary. 

Association Secretary for Australia: Peter Williams. 
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HUBBARD ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTOLOGISTS 

Inc. in Arizona USA 
157-9 Spring St., Melbourne, Australia. FB 3396 

2nd fir., 110 Bathurst St. Sydney. MA 7734 

It is all ri^it perhaps for you to do nothing about American businesses abroad to 
help us. But it is all wrong for your people to attack us, particularly on un¬ 
founded charges, in assistance to Communist attacks upon us. We win these 
fights. We have a ten year habit of winning. If we weren't all right we never 
would have survived. If your Melbourne Consul gets squeezed and you get bad 
publicity in Australia it's all the same to us. 

However you should have a policy that American Consuls should not openly attack 
American groups in foreign areas when the attack on such groups abroad and at 
home is totally Communist inspired. Such a policy might help you to win the 
cold war. That is, of course, if you are interested in winning it, a fact which 
your people have long since had ample cause to doubt. 

Sincerely, 

L. RON HUBBARD 

-4C 

2. 
Member of 
National Academy ' 

of American Psychology S 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 

L. Ron Hubbard, President; Marilynn Routsong, Treasurer; Mary Sue Hubbard, Secretary. 

Association Secretary for Australia: Peter Williams. 





It is an expanding science, very wealthy and possessed of many friends, 
hut it is not orthodox according to the 19th Century psychologists. 

Mental science that increased human intelligence and stamina and' which, 
released new energies in human endeavour could he the deciding factor in 
either war or the space race. 

For instance, Scientology is not without wins. We coached the British 
Olympic team with the result that not one team member blew up in the events 
and their scores were raised. This is an unheard of record. 

Russia is deficient in Mental technology. They have Pavlov’s work. But 
America is even more deficient as most American psychologists use only foreign 
technology such as that of Wundt, the father of American psychology, 1879» 
Leipzig, or Freud, 1894? Vienna. 

Against this heavy conservatism we have made slow progress. Because 
of it, I live abroad in a pleasant countryside in England and Scientology 
is exported to the whole world - and the United States from here. 

The technology is complex, not easily taught, and this is its only 
safeguard. But it is no real safeguard since only last week Communist in¬ 
terests in South Africa stole from our headquarters there forty hours of 
magnetic tape on which were recorded the latest findings in this field. 
Their interest goes back to 1938 when I was offered Pavlov's laboratories 
by Russia and large sums to go there and complete my work. In 1942 the 
first manuscript of the work was stolen in Miami Florida, in 1950 the only 
other copy vanished by theft, in Los Angeles. Thus, along with other leaks 
which, in the hostility of American psychologists neither I nor the staffs 
in our organizations can prevent, I feel sure that there exists a growing 
library on Scientology in Russia. They cannot, however, have any advanced 
knowledge of it as it would apply to a space programme. Ill l?:J1.ave made several attempts to., contact the American government. We 

Ij have dgne a fulljaresentation„and submitted.it to theJShite House. But 
each time the "routine channels" have brought us face to face with psycholo¬ 
gists purportedly in government service but actually members of their own 
organization, the American Psychological Association, bitterly opposed to us. 

< I can think of no surer way to stultify science than to bar the door with 
vested interest to each independent development. 

Scientology, in the hands of its own trained people, is easy to apply. 
A Scientology practitioner requires about a year tq basically train. The 
cost of Scientology is about p 25 for each applied hour. The number of hours 
required to achieve increased I.Q. is 25 hours. I.Q. can be increased at 
will at about 1 point per hour. General ability and stability is improved. 
Latent skills can be increased in the individual. Reaction time can be 
markedly improved. 

In addition to these obvious matters, a whold body of skills exist which 
are peculiarly applicable to flight or space flight. All necessary condition¬ 
ing for flight can be done thoroughly and permanently without any of the con- 



ditioning drills now used. The perception of a pilot or Astronaut can he in¬ 
creased far "beyond human range and stamina and he brought to an astonishing 
level, not hitherto attainable in a human being. The length of time required 
for such processing would be around 250 hours per man. No "beliefs" or 
faith are needed. Hypnotism and drugs are not used. The number of persons 
who could be so processed is limited only by the availability of practitioners. 
Those particularly skilled in this work are few, less than fifty in the whole 
world. But the number is increasing at the rate' of about two per week. 
Lesser skilled practitioners in the world number around fifty thousand and 
increase at about fifty per week. 

Scientology is very easy to put into effect. The government only need 
turn over to us anyone it desires to condition to space flight or flight or 
anyone whose I.Q. it desires to have raised and we will take it from there. 
No lengthy discussions or investigations need be undertaken by the government 
beyond testing the end results in the person after processing is complete. 
The cost to the government would be maintenance expenses for the person so 
detailed and $25 per hour for processing received. Special arrangements for 
large numbers would have to be made but would be more or less on the same 
basis. All Scientology processing would be done in 0am own quarters due to 
the proximity to our communication lines. We cannot detail practitioners to 
the government or train government personnel. We cannot guarantee any result 
outside our own supervision. 

Scientology is therefore very easy for the government to put into effect^ 
Many large corporations have similar arrangements with us to create executives. 
We reserve the right to reject any applicant for processing. These arrange¬ 
ments are standard. In the case of a government person we would however use 
technology suitablyladvanced and adapted to scientific endeavour or space 
flight. No:technology so used is experimental but is already well tested, 
safe and proven. 

No other activity on this planet is comparable to this programme and 
no results of this nature are obtainable in other fields. These results, 
in view of existing parity, could decide the space race - or the next war - 
in the hands of America. 

sf This is a duty letter. I am an American and feel bound to periodically 
|jplace this matter before the government. I urge nothing. I require nothing. 
I do hot wish to seem the cause of denying my own government this technology. 
Man will not successfully get into space without us. It is only a question 
offwhen. 

I find myself in an odd position in that I collect letters, one every 
few years, from the government saying that they have no need of actual mental 
technology. And yet I still write, amongst other activities, pointing out that 
a ten pound diamond lies on the White House lawn. I feel that someday some¬ 
body will not hand the letter to the "experts" and that one will be read by 
somebody who cares more for his country than his association and hand it on to 
the President. 



, I will be in Washington in early September giving some lectures. I can 
>j be contacted at my personal office there at 1827 - 19th St., N.W. Adams 
| 2-4410. Or I can be reached at any time through my own communication network 

,1 contacted at that address. 

Such an office as yours receives a flood of letters from fakes, crackpots 
and would-be wonder-workers. This is not such a letter. We have been deli¬ 
vering for a dozen years and have survived and come out on top in a highly 
competitive world. We were new once. The world has marched on and we have 
risen with it. We do not wish the United States to lose either the space race 
or the next wax. The deciding factor in that race or that war may very well 
be lying in your hands at this moment, and may depend on what is done with 
this letter. 

If that earlier letter from Einstein had been filed away, we would have 
lost our all in the following twenty years. Is this such a letter? 

Courteously, 

* 

'/ V 
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JO im \VHITESIDE Parsons, 
a brilliant rocket fuel scientist, 
joined Hie American branch of 
Crov'leyV? cult in 1939. He 
str?o?k up earnest correspon- 
•ftnc? “The Beast 696,” as 
Cir'j 'ik 7 1 was known by his 

avA soon became his 
omctmllrg protege in the 
Fftftd btcfos. By January, 
ft a, F-raon,^ was impatient to 
i --,ik frontiers in the 
f C ”ui -rid. He decided to 
ft * fla rpirit of Babalon, the 
‘'•wk'ire cf Babylon,11 and in¬ 
vest it in a human being. 

But to carry out this intricate 
rv T: '*r'ns needed a female 
Cjv ?.r 1 paring to create his child 
in the astral (spiritual) world. 
If this part of the fixture went 
successfully Parsons would be 
able to call down the spiritual 
baby and direct it to a human 

born, this child 
would incarnate the forces of 
Babalon, Curing his magical 
preparations for this incarnation 
Parsons found himself over¬ 
whelmed with assistance from a 
young novitiate named Ron 
Hubbard. 

Parsons wrote to Crowley at 
the beginning of 1946, “ He 
(Hubbard) is a gentleman, red 
hair, green eyes, honest and 
intelligent and we have become 
great friends. Although he has 
no formal training in magic lie 
has an extraordinary amount of 
experience and understanding in 
the field. Eon appears to l are 
some sort of highly developed, 
astral vision. He describes his 
angel as a beautiful winged 
woman with red hair whom he 
calls the Empress and who has 
fiuitkd him through his life 
and saved him many times.” i 
He concluded almost ecstatic-k 
ally, M He is in complete accord * 
with our own principles. I have 
found a staunch companion and 
comrade in Ron.” 

But within two months the 
hands of friendship were under 
twno strain: Ron claimed 
Parcon^ girl-friend, Betty. With 
atmirablc restraint Parsons 
wrota ta Crowley, “She has 
*-?&;R5fprre(l her sexual affection 
to I?mi. I cared for her rather 
* 1 but f have no desire to 
r - A: .1 r czeotrns.” As if f i 
* '' _ '"t i laynltic i la 'varaa 

: ttv v <ejtV>fl t 1 
p;;l a- 'ir f ja. •;;; ■ -*4 (c-Gji 
ft ' j Xs a aioi_ 

in 1946 Aleister Crowley 
(left), the sorcerer and 
mystic whose dabblings in 
black magic earned him the 
title The Wickedest Man in 
the World, found a new 
disciple and welcomed him to 
one of his occult communi¬ 
ties in California. The extra¬ 
ordinary activities of this 
new and enthusiastic disciple 
are described in a vast col¬ 
lection of papers owned by 
a former admirer otCrowley, 
which we have examined. 
The man in question is 
Lafayette Ron Hubbard 
(right), head of the now 
notorious Church of 
Scisntology. 

’V - - 
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hi ariwliile preparations for 
tha iimjif/a wvre wall 
uuaer v;ay. From January 4 to 
V\ Parsons and Hubbard 
f~rwfvad in a nightly ritual of 
incantation, talisman-waving and 
other black magic faith MIy 

, describe I in Parsons* diary as 
* Conjurnuaff oi Air, Invocation 
of Wrrii and Consecration of 
Air D:ry;ar. v/ith a Prokofiev 
violin blcric r away the 
two of th'a;1 Traded with the 
spirits for " an a? -rncr f 'r i::ato” > 
—a girl "4n5n/j to through 
sexual jf*U& to incarnate 
Babalon in the spirit world. 

Parsons mentions that wind- 
ustorms occurred on a couple of 
nights and one night the power 
supply failed. But nothing seri¬ 
ously responsive until January 
14, when Ron was struck on the 
Ti-1 ■ }ir t r, rr-/tie 
’" , - '■-» t ,r< *if s! g k' ah 1 He 
r ^ ^ :* 1 V* Carson; > \ (x \im ^d 
_ ■ "" ’" r a' f :t brow hL;; v -.! >w 
| ^ :t ». w:< LX. I 
a 1 1 a a.:. :lr...1 :;d 

Tho following night was even 
more pertentious. Hubbard 
apparently aaw a vision of one 
of Pardons* enemies. Parsons 
wrote, “He attacked the figure 
and pinned it ft* the door with 
four throwing laiivcg With which 



he is^ expert/* For four days 
rr.raans and Hubbard, were in a 
fi'ito of*. tension, 'Then, on 
^ nurry 18, Parsonf, .turned to 
Mojx and said, “ It is done.” He 
a;ldefe ,rJ returned home and 
jT&uhd Vi ’>■;>itmg woman answer¬ 
ing tfc* requirements waiting 
fcr me/’ 

The hi^rnation ritual set out 
in Parkis' manuscript, The 
Book OX Babalon, is difficult 
reading for the unconfirmed 
spiritualist. Broadly interpreted, 
Parens and Hubbard con¬ 
structed an altar and Hubbard 
acted us high priest during a 
Varies of ceremonies in which 
Pardons add the girl shared sex. 
The owner of the documents, 
v;]io is an expert on Crowley’s 
magic, says that Parsons at this 
stage was completely under 
Hubbard^ domination. How else 
can one explain Hubbard’s role 
S3 High priest in the rites after 
only a few weeks in the trade? 

Vqjh fee first of the birth cere¬ 
monies which began on March 1 
Hibbard wore white and 
carried a lamP while Parsons 

s' '= 

O;- *4 
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PARSONS, “ the Antichrist" 

Was cloaked in a black, hooded 
garment carrying a cup and 
dagger * At Hubbard’s suggestion Soy plajxd Rachmaninoff’s Isle 

the * Head as background 
music. 

Parsons* account of the start 
of the birth ritual is as follows: 
•"The Scribe (Hubbard) said, 
'The year of Babalon is 4063. 

* She is fee; flame of life, power 
of darkens, she destroys with 
a glance, the may take thy soul. 
She feeds upon the death,of 

frnen. Beautiful—horrible.’ The 
scribe, now pale and sweating, 
rested awhile,, then continued.” 
There are two possible reasons 
why Hubbard showed anxiety at 
this stage of the ceremony, the 
owner of the papers says. He 
was either deeply moved by the 
spiritual depth of the ceremony 
or h6 couldn’t think what to say 
next. - ’ 

Hilliard further instructed ■ 
Parson: “Display thyself to 
cur lady; dedicate thy orgsjfs 
to her; dedicate thy heart-ro 
her; durptay thy mind to her; 
dedicate thy spul to her, for 
rke shall absorb thee. Retire 
fro^a homan contact until noon 
t/Haivow. Speak not of this 
ritual. Discuss nothing of it. 
Consult no book but thine own 

mind. Thou art a god. Behave 
at this altar as one god before 
another.” 

On the third day the ritual 
began four hours before dawn. 
Ron tells his companion, “ Lay 
out a white sheet. Place upon 
it 'blood of birth. Envision her 
approaching thee. Think upon 
the lewd, lascivious things thou 
coulds’t do. All is good to 
Babalon. All. Preserve the 
material basis. The lust is hers, 
the passion yours. Consider 
thou the Beast raping.” These 
invocations along with other 
passages in the ritual indicates 
that Parsons had collected speci¬ 
mens of his own sperm and the 
girl’s -menstrual fluid. 

The climax of the ceremony 
occurred the following day with 
Ron at the altar working his 
two subjects into a sexual 
frenzy. Over Rachmaninoff he 
intoned such gems as: 
Her mouth is red and her 

breasts are fair and her loins 
are full of fire, 

And her lust is strong as a 
man is strong in the heat of 
her desire. 
An exalted Parsons wrote the 

next day, “ Babalon is incarnate 
upon the earth today awaiting 
the proper hour of her manifes¬ 
tation. And in that day my 
work will be accomplished and 
I shall be blown away upon the 
breath of the father even as it 
is prophecied.” (In fact. Parsons 
was “blown away” in a rocket 
fuel explosion at his experimen¬ 
tal laboratory in Pasadena in 
1952.) 

Unable to contain0 his joy. 
Parsons decided to tell Crowley 
what had*happened. On March 
6 he wrote, “I can hardly tell 
you or decide how much to 
write. I am under command 
of extreme secrecy, I have had 
the most important, devastating 
experience of my life.” Crowley 
was dumbfounded by the news 
of the incarnation ceremony. He 
wrote back, “ You have me com¬ 
pletely puzzled by your remarks. 
I thought I had the most morbid 
imagination but it seems I have 
not. I cannot form the slightest 
idea what you can possibly 
mean.” 

* With a distinct note of con¬ 
cern he dashed off a letter on 
the same day to the head of his 
American cult saying, "Appar¬ 
ently Parsons or Hubbard or 
somebody is producing a Moon- 
child. I get fairly frantic when 
I contemplate the idiocy of these 
louts.” (This acid rebuke 
cpmes from a man whose acti¬ 
vities were once summed up by 
a judge like this: “ I have never 
heard such dreadful, horrible,, 
blasphemous and abominable 
stuff as that which has been pro¬ 
duced by the man who describes 
himself as the greatest living 
poet.”) 

By May that same year 
Crowley was not only concerned 
about Parsons’s spiritual well- 
being. There was a small matter 
of certain moneys. When the 
trio fprmed their business enters 
prise. Parsons is believed to 
have put in 17,000 dollars, 
Hubbard about 1,000 dollars and 
Betty nothing. Using about 
10,000 dollars of the money 

Hubbard and his newly-acquired 
girl friend, Betty, bought a 
yacht. A report to the head of 
the American branch by another 
cult member says, “Ron, $ndi 
Betty have their boat at Miami, 
Florida, and are living the life 
of Riley, while Brother John 
(Parsons) is living at rock 
bottom and I mean rock 
bottom 

In a more sinister way the 
report added, “ Let us consider 
this matter of the magical child 
which Jack Parsons is supposed 
to turn loose on the world in 
nine months (now seven). Ron, 
the Seer, was the guy who laid* 
down the main ideas, technic 
(sic), etc., of said operation.” 

On reading Parsons’s accounts 
of the ceremony and the reports 
from branch headquarters in 
America, Crowley cabled his U S 
office on May 22: “ Suspect Ron 
playing confidence trick—Jack 
Parsons weak fool—obvious, 
victim prowling swindlers.” In 
a letter a few days later he said, 
“ It seems to me on the informa¬ 
tion of our brethren in 
California that Parsons has got 
an illumination in which he, lofct 
all his personal independence. 
From our brother's account he 
has given away both his girl 
and his money. Apparently it is 
the ordinary confidence trick.” 

A much-chastened Persons 
wrote to Crowley on July 5, 
“ Here I am in Miami pursuing 
the children of my fplly* I have* 
them well tied up. They cannot 
move without going to jail. 
However, I am afraid that most 
of the money has already been 
spent. I will be lucky sal¬ 
vage 3;G00 to 5,000 dollars.”‘Just 
how Parsons managed to capture 
the errant lovers is in keeping 
with the other extraordinary 
chapters of this story. “ Hubbard 
attempted to escape me,” 
Parsons wrote, “by sailing, at 
5 p.m. and performed a full 
invocation to Bartzabel within 
the circle at 8 p.m. (h curse). 
At the same time, however, his 
ship, was struck by a sudden 
squall off the coast whicl$ ripped 
off his sails and forced ham back 
to port where I took the boat in 
custody.” 

Parsons recovered financially 
and possibly as a backlash to 
his experience with Hubbard5 
he took the Oath of the Anti- 
Christ in 1948 and changed his 
name to Belarion Armiluss A1 
Dajjal Antichrist. In hi$ Scien¬ 
tology publications Hubbard 
says of the period. "Crippled 
and blinded at the ehd of the 
war I resumed studies* Of philo¬ 
sophy and by my discoveries 
recovered so fully that I was*, 
reclassified in 1949 for full .com¬ 
bat duty.” 

Hubbard claims that more 
than two dozen thinkers, 
prophets and psychologists ,in¬ 
fluenced Scientology {which he 
launched in 1951)*; evetynnp, 
from Plato, Jesus of Nazareth; 
to Sigmund Freud whom he 
says he studied underin Vienna. 
The record can now be righted 
with the inclusion of Aleister 
Crowley, the Beast 666. 

Alexander Mitchell 
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To: jhEGAT, 
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McDermott 
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5/29/75 
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- lie. V. V. Kolombatovic 
Jg - Mr. R. A. Bermingham 

OPERATION AND TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION, LTD. 
FOREIGN POLICE COOPERATION 

ReCARairtel dated 4/24/75J is 
j 

Captioned organization is connected with the Church 
of Scientology. The FBI is currently involved in litigation 
with this latter organization. In order to avoid complications 
in this regard unnecessary dissemination of information 
concerning captioned organization or the Church of Scientology 
should be avoided ,\j^ 

A review of Bureau files failed to locate any 
information identifiable with the individuals mentioned in 
referenced airtel. Bureau indices reflect that the vessel 
"Apolio” is operated by captioned organization. Bureau files 
further indicate that the State Department has received 
communications from its Embassies in the Caribbean concerning 
the "Apollo” and captioned corporation. State Department has 
voluminous information concerning both. You should therefore 
advise the American Embassy in Trinidad and the American 
Consulate General in Curacao to contact State for the desired 
inf ormation .(Tjt') \f/f h '• 

RAB: mam 
CLASS. & EXT. ^ A 

KBASON-FCIM II, life.4.2 ID 
DATE OP REVIEW </v\i fenjy f" 

NOTE: 
This matter was coordinated with the Files and 

Communications Division; namely, the Freedom of Information 
Act Section, who is handling litigations involved with above 

ms. 
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Operation and transportation corporation, ltd 
FOREIGN POLICE COOPERATION 

The American Embassy, Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, and the 
American Consulate General, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles, have re¬ 
quested information regarding the Operation and Transportation 
Corporation, Ltd. (OTC), which is operating the yacht, "Apollo," 
in the Caribbean area under wh%t- are considered unusual and 

_ _ _ >—•frwvK ,var.ht . flying- 

pnder the Panamanian flag. |_ I 
T&jjho was born on|_| in Georgia^ _ The crew and passengers total 

4 

■eEeassifvtarJtt 
* 31Mbiuf 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

Vj: DIRECTOR, FBI 
GLA$S, & 

378 pers'ohs, of“whom approximately 260 are U. S. citizens .j(&^ 

The crew and passengers present frequent musical shows 
and theatrical presentations free of charge, and no visible means 
of support for the yacht have been observed. The "Apollo" has 
been described by a spokesman of the yacht as a "floating office 
building," and the crew and passengers have been attributed pro¬ 
fessional qualifications in various areas, including "international 
business management." Financial backing of the yacht was not dis¬ 
closed, and no sources of income were indicated. The fact that the 
yacht appears to be "self-sustaining" has given riseVto local 
rumors in the Netherlands Antilles that the vessel is^a "CIA ' 
Mafia cover, tax evasion scheme, currency manipulation, center 

one-rv of the OTC reflects tha 
of the Board of Directors :| 
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anama, and has a business address of Post 
Office Box 1065, Copenhagen, Denmark 

"Apollo" has been present in the Netherlands 
Antilles for approximately two months and is expected to proceed 
to Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, on 5/1/75, for a stay of approxi¬ 
mately twenty days. 

The Bureau is requested to provide any pertinent infor 
^_.:Lon contained in its files relating to the Operation and 

acht "Apollo."! I MWiM fMOEli 

v urnisnea to the American Embassy 
irmidad, and the Consulate General, Curacao, Netherlands 
Antilles ,/*W , 
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TO : Mr. W. R. Wahnall%^) 

from R. E„ Hplgesbh , ,T, 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 

DATE: 

Mr. j. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

T.*J. 
J. R, 
J. A. 

/ i 

w. 
H. 

Jenkins 
AdamS . 1. \ 
Mints 

5/8/75 
J. McDermott 
R. Wannall 
E. Helgeson 

uUim lui-f'i 

Assoc. Dir. _ 

Dap. AD Adm._ 

Inv._ 

S> 
SUBJECT: THE FOU^IKG^HURCH-X>IL_S£XEJTOLOGY 

INFORMATION CONCERNING 
TiEClASSITIEDBp 

/• 

By letter to the Director 4/30/75 

it / wasnm 

omp. Syst,_ 

Ext. Affairs/5L_/ 

Files & 

Gen. Inv. _ 

Idont, 

Inspectioi 

Intel). 

s Laboratory 

Plan. & Eval._ 

Spec. Inv._ 

Training_\ 

Legal Coun, _ 

Telephone Rm. _ 

Director Sec'y_ 

Na.tipnal„.Of fj.qe ,Church of-Scientology (CS) , 
gton, D.-C., requested to meet with the Director to 

present to him documents obtained by CS showing that false 
or erroneous information is maintained by Interpol concerning 
CS and its founder. I.. Ron Huhhard. According to the letter, 
_____ |of Interpol, advised a 
representative of CS in Paris that FBI would be agency to_ 
autheptlcate documents obtained by CS and therefore 

be 
b7C 

Lpt 

_| was requesting a meeting with the Director for this 
purpose on 5/5/75. \jv. 

I bv me ana Supervisor 
Jcs, 

on 5/5/75. 
were interviewed 

] l 
had in his possession copies of documents which indicated. 

Interpol had in its possession information from FBI concerning 
CS anfl Hubbard. He frlso had other documents obtained by CS j , 

claimed rtjfuted^ this^inf^mation. It wai| y 

and an unknown 

which 
determined frgm 
FBI came from 

i 
b6 

b7C 

b7D 

reporter in Europe supposedly obtained from Interpol files and 
furnished to CS. VX- 

H5S. 
08 P* . 5 

• r3 O 
CO O \ 
CO to & 
<1 

£$3 

__| was advised that the FBI cannot authenti¬ 
cate any of the documents presented by him and it was further 
noted that various representatives of CS had requested information 
in Bureau files concerning CS and Hubbard through the Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA), and that any documents desired hv him may 
be made available to authorized representatives of CS. I 

Inoted however that he did not want to wait for this to 
b7C 

happen and would be in recontact with me this week to see if he 
can get an immediate reply to his request ■ nr 

62-94080 

511 

'1 
■ 

[recontd6tfes$rae again on 5/8/75 and at 
his requfest interviewed. Procedures on how to obtain Identifi¬ 
cation Record<t5f ard were explained to him anwrii'P^kifclJ1 wy»aLu»* 

*■ JUL 151975 
CONTINUED- 

/*•- 7>0 



Memorandum to Mr. W. R.. Wannall 
Re: The Founding Church of Scientology 

62-94080 

reiterated that information desired by him must be obtained 
through FOIA and he should contact appropriate CS attorney. He 
was advised if he desired information in his possession being 
made matter of record with FBI he should submit same to us and 
it would be so noted. \>. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

This matter was referred to me as the exact reason for 
[visit to the Bureau was not known. Since it 

\ 

is now odvious that his request strictly pertains to material 
in our files, it is being recommended that any future contacts 
hv him he deferred to the Files and Communications Division. 

was informed that requests by officials 6f CS 

be 
b7C 

ior information concerning CS and Hubbard are .being processed 
and appropriate documents will be made available to authorized 
representatives of CS. VX 

A review of general file maintained on CS discloses 
as a result of numerous name check requests we have furnished 
public source information concerning CS and Hibbard to other 
Government agencies and Legats, including Bonn, who has 
requested information for its sources. While there is no 
indication that we have directly furnished information to 
Interpol, we have furnished public source information to Tagat, 

was 
b 6 
b7C Paris. One item of interest furni&ed by| 

information reportedly attributed to FBI in that Hubbard was 
arrested in San Luis Obispo on 8/17/48 on a charge of petty 
theft and was fined $25.00. One of the documents obtained by 
CS was that from the clerk of the courts in San Luis Obispo 
showing no record of this arrest. FBI Identification Record 
shows that Hubbard was arrested on 8/17/48 by the San Luis 
Obispo Sheriff's Office for petty theft. No disposition was b7D 
set forth. As a result of a request by|| Los 
Angeles reviewed this arrest and forwaraea same to tne Bureau 
in an LHM. This LHM verified this arrest and the fact he was 
fined $25.00. It is noted that the court record states that 
on 3/16/55 the file was destroyed which, of course, would be 
the reason that the clerk of the court, in San Luis Obispo could 
not locate any record of the arrest ./[ 

RECOMMENDATION: 

In future contacts with the Bureau by. 
he be referred to a representative of the Files and Communications 
Division handling FOIA matters. \j\_ 

he 
hlC 

\d - 2 - ^$4 
jj 



Kmnding Church of Scientolo^ 
Of Washington D.C. 

2125 S Street N.W Washington D.G. 20008 
202 797*1204 

April 30, 1975 

Clarence M* Kelley 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 

'alsso^DIt. - 
Dep.X^.D.-AdmJ 
Dep.-A.D.-Invi 1 

It Dir.: 
[min. -.— 
mp. Srr% - 
:t Afibo 
lM Ji. Inv._ 
nt. —- ..*3- 

Inspection 
Intell. 

Dear Mr. Kelley: 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED _ 

. ^—f£j BY 

Laboratory _ 
Plan. & EvaL J 
Spec. Inv. 
Training 

Legal Conn. 
Telephone Em. ^ 
Director 

a*-_jl *■: /i r * 

o 
±h 

March 26, 
’Church of 

1975, a representative 

Scientology, |_ 
of INTERPOL. 

of the world wide 

met with 

offices 

The purpose of that meeting was reports maintained by INTERPOL, 

regarding our Church and Founder, which are false and based upon 
conjecture. I |was given documents to indicate their fal¬ 
sity in the hope that the matter which has enjoined our organizations 

could be quickly and easily terminated. 

It is in that same spirit that I am writing to you. 

■bo 
b7C 

u (has promised ho ask the appropriate national author¬ 

ities in each country involved to authenticate the documents. In 
the United States, that will be the Federal Bureau of'Investigation 

T have already met with! ] 
who is familiar not only with INTERPOL 

but with our request. It was he, in fact, who recommended the 
March 26 meeting. Therefore, I would like him to serve as the 
liaison to| |when the authentication is completed. 

Since you can appreciate our desire to expedite this matter, 
I would like to meet with you this Monday, May 5th, at about 2 p.m. 
to present the documents in question/ Should that .time be incon¬ 
venient, another can be arranged as I ‘to Washington, in 
part, to complete this matter. I can ber4^§ied at the above number 

and address. 

R1Z39^ Sincerely, 

H A 16 1975 ; Copy made for Tele. Rm. 

S/t /'/^T J ^ b 7 C 
I Natiloiihl ($fffi.ce& 

cc: 

( x)\ 

Treasury Department 

Anon profit corporation in the USA-registered in the District of Columbia • 6 
d 



Tl^P'ounding Gfmrcl/of Scientology 
Of Washington D.C. 

2125 S Street N.W Washington D.C. 20008 
202 797-1204 

■b6 

b7C 

May 11, 1975 

Clarence M. Kelley 

Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Kelley: 

^NTUHED.- 

«e- 

This letter is to confirm two meetings with your repre¬ 
sentatives and to make a request that has come about as a re¬ 
sult of those discussions. 

On May 2, 1975, your Deputy Assistant Director for Intelli¬ 
gence, Hunter Helgeson, called me in response to my letter to 

you of April 30, 1975• He informed me that you were unavailable 
so I accepted his suggestion of meeting with him as your repre¬ 
sentative. 

<9 On May 5* 1975* accompanied by Jof the 
Founding Church of Scientology, here in Washington, I met with 
Mr. Helgeson who was, in turn, accompanied by Special Agent 

Intelligence. We met in the conference room across 
from his office on the 4th floor from about 2:30 - 4:00 p.m. 

During that meeting, I explained to Mr. Hel 

representative from <yur world offices in Enfflanflt 
had met with 

on March 26, 1975? to discuss reports circulated by 
ization which were false and based upon ^®ecture. 

nf the ?6t.b harl p.nmp abrmt. nnnn the snETffft&frLftn of 

of Interpol, 
that organ- 
This meeting 

who knew I 

4$/ 

| had attended Interpol meetings in Pari^/and was familiar 
with the organization, as well as being an ardent supporter. He 
had, in the process, met with one of our officials while over¬ 
seas as v/ell as with myself here in Washington. , 

REC-39 , 
The report in question was from the Federal Criminal OffiAse/^j* 

in Wiesbaden, Germany, to the Federal Minister of th^BS^f 
and dated 8 March 1975* In it, two reports from the F.B.I. \ 
were cited. The rest of the report was from other 

\ 
#v 

tion in the USA-registered in the District of Columbia 

A. 



V 

% -T ^ 

As a result of that meeting on the 26th. an exchange of let¬ 
ters occurred as well as the presentation, by 1 of docu¬ 
mentation to counter the false reports being circulated by Intgrpol. 
(See attachments A, B and C for the letters exchanged*) 

- - 
_|informed|_|that he would accept the docu- * 

ments and ask the appropriate national authorities (in each country 
involved since its was multi-national) to make a check of the con¬ 
tents of the documents prior to making any corrections. 

Since_ had helped to bring about the meeting, I 
met with him to inform him that I was going to bring these documents 
to the attention of the F.B.I. in order to facilitate _ 
request. I asked I if he v/ould, being a party both sides 
were willing to deal with, assist in the matter by transmitting any 
documents/letters, etc., between the F.B.I. and Interpol. He agreed 
to be of whatever assistance v/ithin his capacity. 

Thus I approached your office and met with Mr* Helgeson. 

Our first meeting, on May 5, 1975? was quite brief as Mr. Hel¬ 
geson was able to stay only a few minutes. However, we informed| | 

fully of our request, the reason, etc., and he, in turn, in¬ 
formed me of the avenues open to us by the policies of the F.B.I* 
He stated that he would brief Mr. Helgeson. I, in turn, told him 
that v/e v/ould seek another meeting after Mr. Helgeson had been so 

informed, now that the^ matter raised in my letter of April 30, 1975* 
had been fully explained. 

On May 7? 1975? I called Mr. Helgeson and set an appointment 
for the next day. The same four parties again met in the same room. 

In that meeting, I again laid out the reasons for our request. 
For the record, and your ov/n information, I would like to briefly 
summarize it here: 

We are in possession of a report from the German Police 
which contains numerous falsehoods regarding our Church and 
our Founder, L. Ron Hubbard. (The report concerns "Scientology” 
so Mr. Hubbard is being citedvas the Founder.) 

> 
V/e have sought, from the*beginning, to have this report 

corrected and removed *from circulation. Interpol, and the 
German Police, can certainly do the latter. However, since 
it draws from multiple-sources, we are taking the initiative 
to correct and update each area which was cited as reliable. 

At the same time, we initiated a campaign regarding 
such practices. We seriously doubted that v/e were the first. 

To better understand the systems that produce such prac¬ 
tices as found in Germany, we undertook an extensive study of 

Vs 
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